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INVOCATION 
0 sages standing in God ' s  holy fire 
As in the gold mosa ic of a wal l ,  
Come from the holy fire , perne in a gyre , 
And be the singing-masters of my soul . 
Consume my heart away ; s ick with des ire 
And fastened to a dying animal 
It knows not what it is ; and gather me 
Into the art i f ice of etern ity . 
--W . B .  Yeats 
from " Sa i l ing to Byzant ium" 
ii 
EPIGRAPH 
Al ready the Great Khan was leaf ing through 
his atlas , over the maps of the cities that menace 
in nightmares and ma ledictions : Enoch , Babylon , 
Yahooland , Butua , Brave New World .  
He said : " I t  i s  a l l  useless , i f  the last 
landing place can only be the infernal c ity , and 
it is there that , in ever-narrowing circles , the 
current is drawing us . "  
And Polo said : " The inferno of the l iving is 
not something that will be ; if there is  one , it is 
what is  already here , the inferno where we l ive 
every day , that we form by being together .  There 
are two ways to escape suffering it . The f irst is 
easy for many : accept the inferno and become such 
a part of it that you can no longer see it . The 
second is risky and demands constant vigilance and 
apprehension : seek and l earn to recogni z e  who and 
what , in the midst of the inferno , are not 
inferno , then make them endure , give them space . "  
--Italo Calvina 
from I nvisible Cit ies 
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CASTING JUDAS 
In the town of Despair everyone wore bl ack and drank 
espresso out of smal l ,  brittle cups . The inhabitants were so 
pale and so thin and so fond of thick , b itter coffee that the 
town of Despair was often confused with more fashionable 
cities , but the town of Despair was anything but fashionable . 
In  the town of Despa i r ,  which was situated between two 
mounta ins , both topped with f ine wh ite snow , there were train 
tracks , but there was no station , and every day a s i lver train 
would come rumbl ing through the town from the east , and later 
approach from the west . But the tra in never stopped and this 
was a cause for constant complaint . If  the train were to have 
stopped , however , al lowing people to board , to hand over their 
belongings to porters wearing grim express ions , the town of 
Despa ir would not have been the same town . The town of Despair 
would have been nothing without people despairing and 
complaining in it , without people holding their heads in their 
hands and muttering curses into the ir cold bowls of 
vichyssoise . In  the l ibrary there , you could find no books by 
German phi losophers because that would have been rubb ing so 
much salt into so many wounds .  
Not very far from the town of Despa i r  was the town of 
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Perpetual Joy . In this town the women were always baking thick 
loaves of brown bread and braiding each other ' s  long blonde 
hair while the men tended the sheep and goats and taught their 
children how to whistle . 
In  the town o f  Perpetual Joy there were no taxes and no 
lean solicitors , and when Death came it knocked on the broad 
walnut doors and waited to be invited in , at the proper time . 
Ginseng tea was prepared , towel s  were dipped in cool spring 
water , shutters were closed and old records , Mozart usua l ly , 
were pl ayed on the phonograph when Death came . In the town of 
Perpetual Joy , everyone died in their sleep . 
Every year at Easter the people of the town o f  Perpetua l 
Joy woul d  stage a passion play . In the weeks leading up to 
this event the women would make only unl eavened bread and bury 
sma l l  casks of wine in the riverbank , the children would sew 
shrouds with gold thread and twist rose stems into crowns , and 
the men cut pl anks out of the cedar trees . Easter was a time 
of great festivity and the passion play was its pinnacle . 
Every year the men would argue , graciously , over who was 
going to play Jesus , who would be Pilate , washing his hands 
of the whol e  a ffair? Who would be Thomas , doubting the 
obvious? The women would haggle , amiably , over the role of 
Mary , over the chance to grieve hysterical l y ,  if only for one 
day . There was one role , however ,  which no one in the town of 
Perpetual Joy would consent to play , and that was the role of 
Judas . In  order to contract the role of Judas , an emissary 
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would be sent to the town of Despa i r ,  a miss ion wh ich the 
people of the town of Despair never ceased to grumble about . 
Why is  i t ,  the people of the town of Despai r  would always 
ask , that we should provide them with a Judas? What do we get 
in return? they would ask , slamming down their spoons st i l l  
dripping with cold borscht , on various tables in various 
rathskellers . But whenever the emissary from the town of 
Perpetual Joy would arrive , usual ly in early Apri l ,  a garland 
of v iolets woven into his auburn ha i r ,  the people of the town 
of Despa i r ,  not known for the ir courage , would invariably 
volunteer someone for the task,  some clerk or pharmacist ' s  
apprentice , and they would watch him leave , his black suitcase 
in hand , his black oxfords cl icking on the cobblestones , and 
they would forget about him , too absorbed in thei r  own 
problems , unti l  he returned . 
One year , not too long ago , they say some t ime in early 
April ,  the town of Despair had more to despa ir about than 
usual . The bank pres ident had shot himse l f  a fter invest ing 
most of the town ' s  money in forged Manets , the milk cows were 
sick,  spitt ing up blood , and Martenglass the ta i lor , old and 
revered , was los ing his eyesight and making everyone ' s  
trousers too long or too short . People were no longer 
muttering , they were openly curs ing . It was at th is t ime that 
the emissary from the town of Perpetual Joy arrived , a garl and 
of viol ets woven into his auburn ha i r ,  and the people of the 
town of Despa i r ,  in a foul mood , were ready for him . 
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Wielding sticks and ste ins o f  dark beer , they brought him 
to the town square and shoved him up against a statue of the 
old mayor , saying , which one of us looks l ike Judas now , eh? 
and , who ' s  going to be Judas this year , hm? The butcher ,  a 
real bul l y ,  tweaked the emissary ' s  nose and said , why he ' s  the 
perfect Judas , isn ' t  he? Did you hear the way his nose j ust 
squeaked? the butcher asked everyone , laughing crudely . 
With everyone p itching in to hel p ,  they rel ieved the 
emissary of a l l  his cl othes and using the butcher ' s  gutting 
kni fe ,  they cut out his tongue . Be ing a paci fist , he didn ' t  
res ist . Does Judas need to speak? the new mayor asked the 
tongueless emissary . No , he continued , Judas only po ints and 
acts sul l en ,  and when Jesus embraces you at supper and says 
to you , "My brother , I know you will  betray me , but you are 
sti l l  my brother , "  you need only stammer ,  as if you are in 
shock at being found out . 
They grabbed Jonas , the barrister , who was the emissary ' s  
s i z e  and said , g ive him your suit , yes , Jonas , give Judas your 
suit , and Jonas took off his suit , grudgingly . Don ' t  forget 
the shoes , the new mayor said , and Jonas was indignant : the 
shoes , also? The emissary put these things on , s l owly , l ike 
a man dress ing himsel f for the f irst time . Hurry , the 
townspeople said , waving thei r  st icks in the a i r ,  hurry Judas , 
or you ' l l be late . 
With some black pol ish they darkened his hair and made 
his fingerna i l s  dirty . Now , the new mayor said , when you 
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return to your town and they ask you , where is  the man who 
brought you here , j ust shrug your shoulders and point behind 
you , those people are so gul l ibl e ,  they will  bel ieve anyth ing . 
And then they took him to the edge of town , where the red 
dianthus grows between the gray rocks , behind Mrs . E lgar ' s  
house , and that is where they let him go , pushing him through 
the back gate . 
When Judas returned to the town of Perpetua l Joy , his 
steps slow and heavy , the play had al ready begun , but no one 
was worried about where he might be . Every year , Judas arrives 
late , a sour express ion on his face , his hair di sheveled , his 
fingerna i l s  dirty from count ing money . The Last Supper was 
j ust beginning and Judas was asked to sit down at the table . 
When Jesus asked him to raise his glass , Judas ra ised his 
glass , but he could not drink , so strong was his sense of 
foreboding . And when Jesus said , let ' s  break this bread , Judas 
tore his loaf in hal f ,  but he could not eat it . Jesus , sens ing 
something was wrong , asked Judas to come to him , and Judas got 
up from his chair and went over to Jesus who grabbed his 
shoulders and pul l ed him down , embrac ing him and saying , 
" Brother , I know you will  betray me , but you are still  my 
brother . "  
When Jesus let go of him and Judas stood up , awkwardl y ,  
the man playing Jesus saw that the man who was going t o  betray 
him was indeed his brother , and th is went against a l l  of the ir 
traditions . But the play cont inued , and later Judas , with 
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Roman soldiers , came upon Jesus pray ing in the garden and 
pointed h im out to the soldiers who asked , "Are you the man 
who says he is the king of the Jews ? "  And when Jesus turned 
to see who had let the soldiers disturb his prayers , Judas 
turned h i s  face and ran out , and the man who played Judas was 
ashamed at what he had done . 
They say that now , i f  you are ever in that part of the 
country where the winters are harsh and the summers are 
profuse with Queen Anne ' s  lace , it is becoming more and more 
d i f f icult to tel l  where the town of Despa ir ends and the town 
of Perpetual Joy beg ins . They say that i f  you are in the town 
of Despai r ,  stroll ing along the Stuttgarten and admiring the 
l inden trees , it i s  not uncommon to wa lk by a tavern and hear 
the sounds of raucous laughter ins ide , a man sl amming his 
stein down upon a table and excla iming , " I f  you could have 
only seen his face!" They say that i f  you are on your way to 
the town of Perpetual Joy , driving through the l ow green 
hi l l s , it is not uncommon to see , j ust on the outskirts in the 
window of some yel low-gabled house , the figure of a man 
leaning over a desk,  his head in his hands . 
I HAVE KEPT MY HEART YELLOW 
" It is  indeed probable that we know l ittle about 
the medium which surrounds us , since our knowledge 
is  l imited to phenomena wh ich can a f fect our 
senses , either directly or indirectly . "  
--Pierre and Marie Curie 
from "On Rad ioact ive Substances " 
" From what windows did I stand 
staring into dead t ime? 
What can it mean to endure 
in death ' s  al ley? " 
--Pablo Neruda 
from " The Question Book" 
Perhaps you know of me . Perhaps you don ' t .  It would 
depend . How old are you? I f  you ' re thirty , let ' s  say , or 
older , when you were a ch ild you might have found a book , one 
of your mother ' s  old books , a col lection of i l lustrated 
b iographies , Famous Women : Volume 4 ,  the pale green cover 
faded , almost yel low ,  sta ined by water? Someone ' s  barley soup? 
A glass of wine? It doesn ' t  rea l ly matter . 
When you held the book in your hands , a discovery from 
the back of a closet , the bottom of a box f i l led with yel l owed 
photographs , perhaps the pages conta ined no dampness , no 
dist inct odor , but there I was sketched in dry , humorless 
prose--a woman hunched over a glass beaker , her hair streaked 
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with gray , her palms glowing , a scientist . I discovered radium 
and it was the death of me . Litera l ly . See page ninety- six . 
Sometimes I can stil l hear the crackling of electrons . From 
around a bl ack corne r ,  a sliver of gold light wil l 
occasional ly revea l itse l f  to me . In this place reserved for 
the dead , these muted resonances ,  flashes of memory , are a l l  
they allow us . 
Perhaps , I say only perhaps . I f  you ' re not old enough , 
or if you don ' t  have what they cal l a european education , 
never mind . It ' s  of no real importance whether or not you ' ve 
come across me in some dusty book , its pages curling . I lived 
once . Just like you I know the color of morning ' s  light 
filtered through a lace curtain , of oranges piled on carts , 
of smoke rising through grates in the street . I ' ve run up 
hil l s  and lost my breath . I ' ve seized many days , and I ' ve let 
others slip by . 
I started out as Manya Sklodowska , a girl afraid of being 
confined forever behind Poland ' s  brown hil l s ,  of having to go 
out to the icehouse every morning and bring in the butter , the 
sour cream , of having to wring out the wet linen each week and 
hang it on the line , daily reciting my lessons in order to 
teach other Polish girl s  how to daily recite their lessons . 
I was exceptionally gifted , the child of a professor . My 
father taught farmer ' s  sons at the local col l ege how to count 
their eggs and predict their potato yields . He would often 
spend long evenings at the kitchen table devising theorems , 
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adding columns of whole numbers and trying to see how many 
times ( j ust how many t imes ! )  a figure could be d iv ided . "The 
poss ib i l ities of numbers ! "  my father would often exclaim,  
pounding our table with his fist . I t  was his wish that I would 
j oin him one day , that I would teach farmer ' s  daughters how 
water becomes ice , how locusts cl ing to stalks of wheat , 
devouring its golden cha f f ,  how the ra in wasn't so much a 
matter of prayer as it was of condensat ion . 
A mathematics scholarship provided my escape to Paris 
where I met Pierre , a professor of chemistry at the Sorbonne 
and sixteen years older than me . I was enchanted . My father 
was not happy when I le ft home , but he loved Pierre . He loved 
his pressed gray suits tailored by Henri Vinaver and his 
quiet , sedate manner , and he told my mother ( lying in the room 
next to the irs , home on hol iday with Pierre , my new husband , 
I could hear him tel l  her ) , "That is  a man of dist inct ion ! Our 
Manya is some girl . "  But I was Marie by then , Marie Curie , a 
woman with definition in my face , in my shoulders . I had re­
named mysel f .  The rest is history , the kind of history which 
is written down and recorded , even exaggerated , sl ipped into 
encyclopedias and unabridged dict ionaries . I was the fi rst 
woman to teach at the Sorbonne . They gave me Pierre ' s  post 
after he d ied . 
There was a t ime when Pierre and I were talked about , 
when other scient ists envied our partnership , our symbiosis , 
but I wasn ' t  interested in notoriety , in what other people 
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thought . I was only interested i n  my work , mine and Pierre ' s  
work . I was concerned with the elements and their properties ,  
with their properties ' properties .  I spent a good portion of 
my life looking for something with no odor , no form . There was 
no tactile way of stumbling over it , of grasping it . All  I 
could do was locate a field , a shadow of condensed energy , and 
then guide it from one pl ace to another . I was a genius at 
extraction . I could have taken things out of you you never 
even knew you had . 
There were many years of research , many evenings of 
atomic contemplation , watching Pierre bent over a microscope , 
his eyebrows twitching , his movements mirroring mine , be fore 
my body began to burn , slowly , from the inside out , a fact I 
wasn ' t  completely aware of at the time . When I felt my blood 
go hot , my fingers pulsing , I thought it was a side e f fect of 
scientific fervor , the heat of knowl edge pul l ed out of its 
hiding place , indignant at being found out and , I know now , 
poisonous a l so .  Sometimes when I ' m sitting on my stool here , 
stripped of anything that could cause me pain , I wil l  go over 
my old exercises , the stacking of probabilities ,  the splitting 
of stubborn atoms . 
Contrary to what you might think , there is no new 
knowledge a fter death , no dangerous terrain . Not a l l  questions 
are readily answered here . There are no of ficials , no clerks 
with clipboards who come by to take rol l or relay queries . But 
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the amount o f  time , the space i n  wh ich we shuffle through our 
memories , is immeasurable . Just beyond our horizon (and that 
is a l l  we have , a hori zon , an infinite l ine of d i f fuse , amber 
l ight ) the world occas ional ly reveal s  itsel f ,  springs up and 
throws its shadows across the chasm . The rest , a l l  the f ine 
points and subtle nuances of hi story , we have to gl ean and 
imag ine . 
With old age (and after a l l , I am st i l l  getting older , 
so very much older) the memory gets weaker , very weak.  Nothing 
is restored to us that we do not restore to ourselves . Our 
bodies cont inue to atrophy , to spot and shrivel . I suppose we 
are be ing slowly converted , distil led into a purer essence , 
something f inally freed from remembering . My memory is l ike 
a shredded cloth which I arrange and re-arrange . Trying to 
match up threads , to discern a pattern , I f inger my way 
through an old and threadbare tapestry . 
There is  an amus ing man here--he tel l s  me he's a poet , 
but I don't hold it aga inst him . He has a wrinkled l inen suit 
he always wears , and a bolero tie with si lver t ips , and though 
it is perennially dusk I will  somet imes see him out of the 
corner of my eye coming towards me , a fl ash of rumpled yel low .  
I must admit , i t  sometimes makes me happy to see him , perhaps 
because he is always so cheerful . And he brings me cherries . 
Where he gets them , I don't know . O f  course he is  never 
without his poems . 
" It happened in this month , in this country , "  he rec ited 
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to me that last time I saw him . "Day a fter day , the country 
brimmed over with cherries . And cherry by cherry , change was 
wrought in the world . "  
I was satis fied with the fruit itsel f ,  only with the 
fruit , but he continued , " I f  anyone doubts this , I say to a l l  
comers : l ook into my wil l ,  a t  my heart ' s  true transparency , 
for though wind swept the summer away , I have cherries enough 
for you a l l , hidden cherries . "  
I don ' t  know when cherries ever had such an e ffect on the 
world ,  but he certainly has the room for them (he has somehow 
resisted the usual dissipation) and they were delicious that 
day , a dusky red , succulent . We have no actua l need of 
cherries , of thick white bread or wine , but the impression of 
a cherry on the tongue , its sour taste , is stil l an 
unmistakable sensation . For whatever reason , we have not been 
l e ft entirely defenseless . Stil l , I wonder why we need these 
things , or where they come from . 
Pabl o  (he had to tell me his name , of course ) has told 
me that he received the Nobel prize be fore he came here , for 
literature . I had two of those mysel f ,  one for physics and one 
for chemistry , but I can ' t  possibly believe him--a sil ly , fat 
man like himse l f? "Why do the leaves kil l themselves as soon 
as they feel yel low? " he o ften asks me . I think he ' s  trying 
to show off , but I don ' t  tel l  him that . It would break his 
heart . Metaphorica l l y ,  that is . 
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Before I came to this pl ace o f  residues and long , 
shapel ess evenings , there was a woman who l ived next to me in 
Paris . A gray stone wal l  squatted between her garden and mine . 
Fragrances , rosemary and lemon thyme , burning toast , bo i l ing 
potatoes , crept back and forth between our two bungalows . One 
war had ended , another one was shaking out its bones in the 
di stance , digging its trenches with co f fee spoons and puf f ing 
out thin strands of smoke no one could dec ipher . Her name was 
Wi l l ie , a nickname . We were the sort of friends who talk every 
evening over the garden wal l  and make poundcakes for each 
other on Sundays . It wasn ' t  necessary to have anything in 
common . 
I was a femme de science , of course . Wi l l ie was a 
menagere , minus the husband . But I loved to talk to W i l l i e . 
We could talk about a l l  the mundane , unscient i fic things-­
where to get black stockings , what herbs to use when making 
soup , how best to strangle a pul let . Wil l ie had an 
inheritance , part of a family fortune in parsnips and other 
leafy vegetables . Money , a moderate amount , was the only thing 
that Wil l ie had of her family ' s .  At some po int she had 
disgraced them in an irrevocable way , or so she told me . She 
would somet imes say to me , " I ' m  the daughter of the king of 
cabbage , but he doesn ' t  care beans about me , and I could 
carrot less . "  There was never anyone cal l ing a fter her or 
ringing her on the telephone . The postman never stopped at her 
house to s l ip letters under her door . According to Wil l ie ,  
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anyway . Wi l l ie l iked t o  think of hersel f  in rather tragic 
terms . " There are many fish in the sea , 1 1  Wil l ie would tell me , 
"but we l ive inland . " 
Lately j ust the idea o f  Wi l l i e ,  the image of her pale 
ears , her white wrists , has been distress ing me . In  the same 
way you might gl impse through a doorway a f igure in motion , 
I have seen her , fl ickering in front o f  me l ike the p ictures 
in a zoetrope . I have seen her standing in her back garden at 
night waving a flashl ight over her head . One summer she did 
that every evening , stood underneath her red cedar and 
earnestly waved a column of l ight over a l l  of the houses . Into 
the trees , over the houses . Into the trees , over the houses . 
You might be thinking--aha , a Naz i  sympathizer , but it 
was too early for that . It was 1932. I would be dead that very 
year , never reaching s ixty , never knowing what was coming , how 
Jews would be made into pies , stripped and shoved into ovens , 
baked down to thei r  teeth , how France would become another 
country , two countries , occupied , a pl ace where ordinary 
people collaborated with evi l , paid it coin and l icked its 
boots . The facts of  history have not been altogether kept from 
me . Pabl o  w i l l  sometimes tel l  me the old news . 
Whi l e  I was sti l l  l ooking for radium , storing it and 
hoarding it , not even knowing why I was so nauseous a l l  the 
t ime , the world was shi fting and groaning , the old tra ins were 
having the ir wheels greased , the ir engines stoked , the ir 
cab ins painted a glossy black , and Will i e ,  so pa inful ly thin , 
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a woman l ike smoke , was trying to summon something down out 
of the night sky . She was trying to call down a si lver bird ,  
a pl ane with the shape o f  a deserted wife painted on its nos e .  
Wil l ie was looking for her husband , Gunter ,  whom she was 
conv inced would fly overhead one night and see her signa l l ing 
to him . How Gunter could have been anywhere but on the ground , 
perhaps passed out under a table somewhere or in some woman ' s  
bed , I was never quite sure of . But Wi l l ie could never get 
over her ordinary husband , a red-hai red German bricklayer , a 
union man , an expatriate , someone probably fed up with poi sson 
and potage every Monday evening , someone who d idn ' t  want to 
be so ordinary . Perhaps he missed his country ' s  p i l sners . In 
any case , one night , it was when the crocuses were j ust 
beginning to open up , Gunter did not come home at the usual 
t ime , and the next night he was st i l l  miss ing , and the next , 
and so on . 
Once , drunk from too many beers after work , Gunter had 
told Wil l ie that he dreamed of one day be ing an army p i lot , 
of  dropping bombs on sma l l , uncivil i zed countries , o f  making 
people tremble , aga in , when they heard the name , Deutschl and . 
So there Wi l l ie was , the perpetual l ight o f  the rue de 
Lal ique . She didn ' t  know how planes could hug the f i fteenth 
para l l e l , a l l  the way from Germany to Tunisia , without ever 
pass ing over France . She d idn ' t  know that Germany had no army , 
that the glory of the Luftwa f fe was sti l l  only a d im hope , one 
man ' s  prophetic vis ion o f  the terrible future . 
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The summer came , but Gunter d i d  not . There were nights 
I couldn ' t  sleep with it , I really couldn ' t .  It was 
unbearable , a l l  day in the laboratory and then lying awake on 
my duvet at night , naked because of the heat , my skin crawl ing 
with the heat , the shutters thrown open . I felt hunted , 
stalked by Wi l l ie ' s  fl ashl ight . When does she sleep , I would 
wonder to mysel f .  When , I would ask my husband P ierre , does 
she ever get any sleep? When? He was dead by then , run over 
by a dray on the rue Dauhphine . I had poured the even ing tea 
the day he was k i l l ed ,  was s itting in the kitchen eat ing one 
of Wil l ie ' s  lemon poundcakes and waiting for him to come home 
from the col l ege . Reading the paper , I s ipped my tea and 
wa ited for a corpse to arrive ( I  didn ' t  know) , his notebooks 
clutched in his l i feless hand , an expression of surprise on 
his face , but sti l l  I would ask him things . There was no one 
else to ask . 
Yesterday ( i f  you can call it "yesterday " - - i n  this pl ace 
one day is not distinguishable from the next ) , Pablo and I 
were engaged in a phi l osophical debate . It was an amicable 
debate over whether or not the heart , our hearts , were more 
spirit than f lesh , whether they were organic folds of t issue 
which evolved , changed colors and moods and rattled in our 
bodies l ike second , anxious selves , or whether they were 
mechani zed meters only , bl ood-red and bloated in l i fe , over­
worked pumps reduced f inal ly to gray stringy matter and then 
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to hol l ow ornaments which swing on cords and dangle at our 
ankles . Because they do dangle at our ankles . 
We ' re given necklaces when we arrive here , long papier­
mache cha ins that l ook l ike charm bracel ets , and all of  our 
once v ital organs , our l ivers and spl eens , etc . are attached , 
dra ined o f  thei r  j uices , painted gray and she l lacked . It ' s  an 
idea partly stolen from the Egypt ians , I think , though they 
were d iscreet enough to stay in their tombs with it . I might 
not have chosen to wear something l i ke th is be fore . It would 
have horr i fied my students at the Sorbonne , but I ' ve grown 
used to it here and it ' s  almost soothing to rea l i z e  I continue 
and go on without these things beating and breathing inside 
of  me . S ometimes I feel l ike Cleopatra who once said , "I am 
fire and a i r ; my other elements I g ive to baser l i fe . " That ' s  
according to Shakespeare , anyway . 
So I must confess , my heart is  dangl ing nearby , between 
my stony knees actual l y ,  but I don ' t  see how it matters . My 
heart has no real use in this place , but Pabl o  sees things 
d i f ferently . He contends his heart is not gray here , but 
yel l ow .  A curious color , I think , not altogether medically 
correct , but he ' s  written a poem about it and recently , whi l e  
I was musing over certain forgotten isotopes , h e  recited it 
to me , his hands clasped behind his thick wa ist , his long 
black ha i r ,  wet and steaming , combed behind his ears , his 
mustache quivering around the corners of  his mouth , 
"After ranging at large in a region unrecorded in books , 
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I got used to that harsher terra in where nobody wanted to know 
i f  I preferred lettuces to the mint o f  the el ephant ' s  fodder , 
and by giving no answers , I have kept my heart yel low . " 
Pabl o  bel ieves his heart is going to be revived . In fact 
he is caut iously waiting for this to happen , has pul led up his 
heart from where he felt it was stranded and folded it into 
one of his generous thighs . He is keep ing it warm and yel l ow 
in the hopes that it will  become fleshy again , sl imy and pink 
with possibil ity . I told him , " Pablo ,  l i sten , why do you do 
these s i l l y  things? We shouldn ' t  hope for anything . The heart 
was never intended for resurrection . Lazarus was an 
apparition , a corpse with t imely rigor mort i s . Where is the 
heart in amoebae? In viruses which l ive and feed on us? Some 
poet ' s  s i l l y  invention , that ' s  what the heart i s . " 
Pabl o  told me there was a machine , something invented 
after my departure , a box which throws out tendrils of wire , 
attaches itsel f  to a dead person ' s  chest with suction cups , 
and shocks them back to l i fe . Can you imagine , you ' ve left the 
world , you 1 re unravel ing and then , then , you are yanked , 
suckered , shocked back into l i fe? I t ' s  absolutely absurd , an 
obscene concept , and I don ' t  for a minute bel ieve him .  I read 
Mary She l l ey ' s  Frankenstein when I was girl and I know what 
f iction i s .  I ' m the scient ist , he ' s  the romantic , we ' l l never 
see things in the same way . Anyway , we ' re too brittle for 
incarnations . Our bodies can no longer withstand the shocks 
of l i fe . I hardly ever get o f f  the stool I sit on most of the 
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t ime , I ' m so a fra id I ' l l crack all to pieces . I ' ve never felt 
so whol e  as I do here . Fragil e ,  but whole . 
When I was s ick from the radium , I felt my body 
dis integrate in p ieces and portions , f irst f ingers , then toes . 
I didn ' t  know what had gotten into me , something so tangibl e ,  
something with thousands o f  t iny legs , with hundreds o f  tiny 
mouths , moving through me l ike a caterp i l l a r ,  chewing 
relentlessly . Why start up the heart aga in? It was never 
anything but trouble for me , a distract ion , but Pab l o  wants 
to go back to the world ,  or at least have some vers ion of it 
here . Secretly , I think he has a crush on me , but I ' m not 
fal l ing for that kind of nonsense . Men have always had the ir 
ploys and it ' s  no d i f ferent here . 
I don ' t  know i f  I ' l l ever see Pierre again . I haven ' t  the 
energy to go looking for him , to root up his corpse , probably 
as thin as paper by now . I don ' t  know if this place is 
exclus ive , or if everyone is  welcome . I can only wa it , perhaps 
vainly . When Pierre died , when our col l eagues were coming by 
the house with bottl es of sherry and t ins of b iscu its every 
day for weeks , I felt almost paralyzed . I sat on my red divan 
when they came to o f fer their condolences , and I nodded my 
head up , then down , up , then down , over and over again , 
express ing my grief with restra int , with subtle gestures , as 
i f  to say , yes , so terrible , but somehow I ' l l get on . 
But I couldn ' t  see how anything would continue without 
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Pierre . We had been l ike one person , one mind . Pierre had 
never questioned my mot ives or what I wanted to do , only 
silently encouraged my e f forts . On every proj ect we had 
col l aborated . On every article we had each signed our name , 
first his , then mine . It wasn ' t  our hearts that had come 
together in that l i fe .  It was something purer , less v isceral , 
something more basic and more profound than sent imenta l  love . 
Our daughters , Eve and Irene , took up our profession and 
they wouldn ' t  l et me give up after Pierre . We set up the 
Pierre Curie Institute , a radium repository , and I spent every 
poss ible moment there peel ing back l ayers of spinning atoms , 
extracting l ight . Pitchblende was my medium , my thick tar , my 
means of breaking everything down . We were storing radium for 
a l l  of the hospitals in France and we could ship it anywhere 
in the world . Anywhere . There were more requests than we could 
handle at the t ime . Everywhere doctors had a desperate need 
to gl impse the interior body without having to cut into it and 
ruin its symmetry . 
So I learned to manage without Pierre . I became even more 
ded icated . I could often feel him standing behind me , a 
nervous , bespectacled shadow urging me on , "Marie , you must 
do the work of two scient ists now . Don ' t  let our e f forts go 
unful f i l l ed ,  Marie . "  There were nights I would fal l  asleep at 
my desk , the l ight of my microscope sti l l  on , my penc i l  st i l l  
in my hand . Somet imes I would wake up in the middle of those 
nights and forget where I was , the generators humming loudly , 
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startl ing me . I would peer into the microscope one last t ime 
be fore leaving , trying to discern some movement on the glas s ,  
some re flex of heat and l ight , some molecule snapping open to 
reveal to me its fibrous secrets . 
Even though I never completely forgot Pierre , the more 
involved my research became , the more my recol lect ion of him 
faded , and eventual ly I found it diff icult to even reca l l  him 
physica l l y .  I t ' s  true that when I first met him I could think 
of nothing but his features , his nose , his neck , his hands , 
the way he stood in the classroom , how he bent over the 
lectern , his thin hair hanging seductively over his forehead , 
but the forehead itse l f--how did it look? How was it creased 
when he was worried? Was his nose bent in any part icular way? 
How was his spine arranged when he sat in the bath . How did 
his shoulders express themselves? I didn ' t  know anymore , and 
I sti l l  don ' t  know , can ' t  recal l  him . 
Without any conscious attempt to conj ure Wil l i e ,  however , 
she appears before me in her black dress , sleeveless , t iny 
eyel ets stitched throughout , her skin so white , moving through 
her garden at night l ike a prowler , a menace . Her nose is 
broad , almost flat , the center of a face shaped l ike a perfect 
ova l , the face of a weepy heroine out of a Victorian novel , 
any Victorian novel . Of course , I am only speaking 
figuratively . I am only remembering . 
The summer Gunter left I would stand at my bedroom window 
and curse Wi l l ie under my breath (how was I to sl eep? ) ,  but 
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I secretly envied her frenetic energy , her l ack of shame . 
Whi l e  I spent most of every day rooted to one spot , my back 
sti f f ,  my hands cramped from the figuring of equations , 
playing the role of the respectable alchemist , Wi l l ie wandered 
through j uniper and shrubbery 1 ike a madwoman ,  the secret 
agent of waylaid husbands . Sometimes she would stand 
absolutely stil l  and hold her flashl ight steady , fix it on 
some d istant point and keep it there , put one hand on her 
narrow hip and throw her head back , the pose of a Parrish 
girl , and I would stand at my window watching her , 
suspiciously , as i f  she were a kind of apparit ion sent to 
remind me : a woman should never forget her husband . But I knew 
what Pierre had known , what he had taught me: the work is  the 
most important thing . Nothing else matters . 
W i l l i e  wasn ' t  entirely crazy . She must have known that 
Gunter wasn ' t  coming back , certa inly not in a plane , but she 
must have loved him . She must have l oved him without any sense 
or reason because she was out there every night , pacing and 
pointing her flashl ight at various conste l l at ions , turn ing it 
o f f ,  then on again . They couldn ' t  have agreed on a code--he 
left without not ice , forgetting to even l ock the back gate 
behind him . There were rumors he was staying with Madame Iser 
in her apartment over the confectionery , that he could be seen 
every morning bringing in the milk bottl es . 
I could have told her some things . I knew what it was to 
seek a thing out , to have it appear unexpectedly , and when it 
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finally does ( and it wi l l )  it gets under your skin . You have 
waited for it so long it will burrow into you , and then you 
can only suffer from it . I didn ' t  always know what was 
crouching ins ide of the elements , what was ful l  of venom and 
what was sweet . After Pierre , a fter his ghost lost its hold 
on me , there was no one to tel l  me , over there , careful , in 
that place . I threw mysel f into my work , my only solace , 
forgetting to be cautious , to be susp ic ious . What Wil l ie 
wanted wasn ' t  good for her , couldn ' t  possibly have done her 
any good even if it had shown up at the back gate one night , 
shoes and flowers in hand , the moon swinging behind its head , 
the stars out of orbit . 
One night , sti l l  a l ive , sti l l  burning and weak with the 
burning , I hurried down the sta irs of my house . In one of my 
rarer moments ,  I had given mysel f  over to impulse . I had only 
my gown on , open from my neck to my knees , a death-shroud . I 
felt flushed , thirsty . I was going to j oin Wi l l ie . My body was 
in the process of turning itse l f  inside out , of rej ecting 
l i fe . I felt as i f  I were slowly evaporating ,  los ing my 
definit ion . I wanted Wi l l ie to a f f i rm my existence . It was 
July . 
I wasn ' t  sure--was I in the process of some obscene 
metamorphos is? No one knew how radium di storted cel l s ,  
infected them with vis ions of grandeur . I wasn ' t  sure--had the 
elements somehow turned against me? In order to return to the 
original forms from which I had taken them , were they breaking 
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me down first , an act of vengeance , reducing me to bone and 
skin , then only bone , the cornerstone of the body? 
I had to see Wi l l ie ,  suddenly ,  I wanted to be with 
someone , anyone . I needed someone to look at me , to say , yes , 
I can see you standing there , I can see you . She dropped her 
flashl ight . For a moment in the dark we stood close together ,  
only the wal l  between us . I didn ' t  want to talk.  I was feel ing 
a kind of ecstasy , a kind of exhibitionism . Whi l e  I stood in 
my garden I felt my body was somehow stil l  in the house , 
twisting underneath the sheets soaked with my sweat . But I 
didn ' t  care about those kinds of polarities any longer . I was 
both atom and system of atoms , dens ity and infinite space , 
fused in the moment . 
" I  know people have been complaining , "  she finally said . 
I could hear her hand moving through the summer grass , her 
f ingers opening and closing , my diff icult breathing . 
"You know I don ' t  mean to bother anyone , "  she said , " and 
i f  I have bothered you , I ' m sorry , but Gunter and I agreed . 
He can ' t  find his way otherwise . " 
We had talked about this before and I had told her 
repeatedly , Gunter is not coming back , how could anyone sleep 
i f  she kept on l ike this , had she been to the confectionery 
l ately? Over endless cups of espresso , glasses of sherry , our 
cakes , b iscuits in the shapes of stars and crescents , I had 
told her , Wi l l ie ,  concentrate on your fl ora , prune your tea 
roses , tie back your p ines . I was afraid her garden was 
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beginning to reflect her state of mind . 
Bury Gunter ' s  clothing , I told her . Burn his knickers . 
One evening , I told her , you will fix the tea and take only 
one cup out of the cupboard and it will  seem perfectly 
natural .  Then , in the middle of a July night , in a summer that 
stank of burn ing savannahs , of boil ing sugar , my adv ice seemed 
hol l ow ,  inane , as s i l ly as star-shaped b iscuits . 
" I  think I ' m  dying , " I told her . "There ' s  something 
ins ide of me , something l ike ants . "  
"Oh ,  Marie , "  she said , her tone scolding . 
I heard a cl ick . We were flooded with a sudden , gra iny 
l ight . I could see that she knew . I had nothing to hide . My 
wi l ted breasts , my emac iated hips , my radioactive sickness-­
! was giving it all to her . My thin , negl ected heart--it was 
hers . She had to have something . I expected no requital .  But 
Wi l l ie had regained her l ight and she wanted to cont inue her 
searching , her s igna l l i ng .  She was eyeing the horizon,  
nervously . 
" I ' m  extremely i l l , "  I told her . 
"What? Mari e ,  you ' re j ust tired , " she said . " You work so 
much , much too much . "  
"Yes , "  I said , " I  am t ired . I ' m very tired . "  
"Go back to bed , " she said . "You ' re going to catch a 
chi l l  out here l ike you are , rea l ly . You know I have to do 
this . Maybe you have some influenza . I '  1 1  bring you some 
oranges in the morning . I ' l l brew my ginseng tea . "  
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"When I ' m gone , " I said t o  her , "make sure you come into 
my garden and look for me . Three short flashes and a long one , 
that can be our code , but I ' m going to be under your feet , so 
you ' l l have to tap it out . " 
"Oh , Marie , "  she said , "don ' t  be s i l l y .  What's come over 
you? You ' re not going anywhere . Go back to bed . "  
"How can anyone sleep with you out here a l l  night? " 
"Marie . "  She sounded firm .  
I moved closer to the wal l . Willie  took a step backwards . 
I could tel l  I was frightening her . I ran the palm of my hand 
over the coarse stones , and a coolness entered my skin . My 
heart , that constant blood-fil led organ , became imperceptibl e ,  
almost stopped . I moved even cl oser . 
She said to me , "Marie . "  
Certa inly I had crossed over some boundaries in my l i fe , 
broken sacred concordats between man and Nature , di sturbed the 
common order of things , dabbled in atomic arcana--a wal l  l i ke 
that one between us was nothing . Sti l l , something stayed my 
hand from reaching over , some f inal lethargy . 
We were going to have ginseng tea the next morning , and 
oranges would be refreshing , ribbed and translucent , tart . 
Life would go on in its sma l l - footed , intrep id way . Pierre was 
gone , my one companion , my soul , but I could barely even 
conj ure his features . His nose , his chin--these were distant 
enigmas for me . He was run over by a dray . He wasn ' t  pay ing 
attent ion . What was love? 
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I lay in my bed that night , unable t o  sl eep . My skin was 
feverish , crawling with a disease I had no name for . Something 
was ins ide of my bones , nibbl ing and gnawing , gouging tunnels 
through my marrow , without apology , and W i l l ie ' s  nocturnal 
movements were imposed upon a l l  of th is . Her l ight passed 
through my windows and floated above me , hovered unstead ily,  
then vanished . Then passed through aga i n .  Then vani shed . I was 
going to die in a hospital . 
Pabl o ' s  come by again . He ' s  trying to wear me down . He 
danced for me , something he learned in Argentina , a slow 
movement of the hips , a wild fluttering of the arms . He took 
off his coat for this and rol l ed up his shirt sleeves . I ' ve 
seen this dance be fore , I think . It ' s  common to a l l  countries . 
It represents the body ' s  harmony with water , with the ocean , 
with the crabs in the ocean . 
I put my palm to my forehead to check my temperature , 
then remembered we have no temperature here , no pulse or 
rhythm . But whi l e  Pablo cont inued to dance , I imagined a sun 
in the sky , the air thick with humidity , brown-skinned 
children running between his legs , laughing . There was only 
the two of us and I could not help but th ink , this is  a s i l ly 
man . He is  going to make me fal l  off my stool . It is gett ing 
so hot , he has got to stop . 
A l ittle later he left and returned with two beers , 
German p i l sners . I didn ' t  want to seem too pleased , but I had 
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forgotten how wonderful a beer could be . Pablo ' s  dance had 
made me thirsty . I was so very thirsty . 
It ' s  true I have loved , so I know some things about it . 
I have made some observat ions . When you love someone , even i f  
you don ' t  know you l ove them yet , a t  the moment when you are 
j ust beginning to discover that you love them , the most 
unl ikely things , the most unl ikely expressions or gestures , 
can provoke des ire , and when Pablo brought me my beer I asked 
him where he could have found such a thing , not l ike cherries 
at a l l , and he j ust shrugged his shoulders and �a id , "Why do 
I rol l  around without wheel s  and fly without feathers or 
wings ? "  And I thought to mysel f :  those shoulders--the way they 
shrug themselves . 
AUTHOR ' S  NOTE : All of  Pabl o ' s  dialogue is  taken from 
Pablo Neruda ' s  Late and Posthumous Poems : 1 968- 1 9 7 4  
( edited and translated by Ben Bel itt , New York : 
Grove Press , 19 8 8 )  
VOLVO IN THE SKY : BOY NEVADA ' S  LAMENT 
"Where one cannot love , there should one--pass by . "  
--Friedrich Wi lhelm Nietz sche 
" I  am a part of all  that I have met ; 
Yet a l l  experience is  an arch wherethrough 
Gleams that untravel led world whose margin fades 
For ever and for ever when I move . 
How dul l  it is  to pause , to make an end , 
To rust unburnished , not to shine in use ! " 
--Al fred Tennyson 
from "Ulysses" 
Have you ever seen a Volvo in the sky , burning bright , 
a streak of f ire in the absolute night? Did you think you were 
crazy , dreaming--twinkle ,  twinkle ,  l ittle Volvo? Did you sp i l l  
your Jack Daniel s ,  stumble backwards , throw your arm in crazy 
circles , say . . .  wel l ,  what could you have said? star l ight , 
Volvo bright , first sedan I see tonight? Twinkle ,  twinkle ,  
l ittle Volvo? 
This is  how I came here : Volvo in the sky , cruis ing from 
cl oud to cloud , six cyl inders humming , wheels spinning , steel 
struts shaking past your pocked and p itted moon . Driving a l l  
night in my not-so-red-anymore scratched and dented , sweet and 
holy-ro l l ing 1972 Volvo , the j alopy of the cosmos , I was 
feel ing f ine , getting my kinks out and then some . I ' m a man 
who l ikes to rol l  down all  the windows and feel the blue 
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sparks of night hit me in the face , the moondust settle in my 
ha i r .  I don ' t  l ove anything more than driving . 
I had my bourbon and my Dutch Masters , I was out for the 
usual ride , cruising the ancient t ime l ine and heading up 
north to catch some green stars when it happened , and a l l  I 
want to know is : how long has that fucking hole been there? 
Car goes out of control , no nucleic mass to catch the re­
treads , no groove to gl ide in , nothing but hot oxygen and a 
few carbos and a long , squeal ing descent . Volvo ' s  on fire , I ' m 
ba i l ing out , l isten to her whine , air whipping through her 
l ike a f ierce howl . My ears rang for days . Shit , I loved that 
car . 
I buried her in Alaska , some unmarked pl ace , every last 
smoking metal piece of her . Seat cushions , too . I never found 
the hubcaps . I f  you ' re ever up that way and you see a strange 
heap of ice , won ' t  melt no matter what kind of heat is 
travel ing through , don ' t  touch it . That ' s  a shrine , a holy 
place . I f  you have something in your pocket , a coin , a piece 
of blue quartz , anything hard and bright , leave it there . 
Think of it as an of fering , karmic ma intenance . She ' l l rise 
up one day , shiny as your dime . She ' l l come looking for me , 
throwing loose gravel on the freeway . We ' l l fly aga i n .  Me , I 
had to go south , warm my bruised bones . 
I ' m in Reno now working the Strip , taking it a l l  off and 
then some , lett ing l onely women put quarters in my mouth , 
other pl aces . I cried in my last bottle of Jack a l l  the way 
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down here . Fal l ing out o f  the sky at hundreds o f  miles an 
hour , I still  d idn ' t  let go of that bottle .  You never know 
where your next bottle of bourbon will  come from . I wa lked and 
walked , drank my tears , cried some more . Sure , I cried . Where 
I come from , men cry a l l  the time . That way we never go 
hungry . 
The Rockies made me homesick--my moon in greener days . 
When I saw Reno , I knew I didn ' t  have to go any further: a l l  
those crazy l ights and purple sky . The energy here is  strictly 
direct current , l ots of static cl ing , the air so dry you can 
hear the grass snapping into p ieces when the wind comes 
through , l oose trash scuttl ing down the streets .  Nothing is 
straight in Reno . Everything is  fl imsy curves ,  shimmering 
desert . Average temperature : one - f i fty , fahrenhei t .  Plenty of 
Jack and Dutch Masters , too . You can get Jack anywhere in the 
universe it seems , a maj or franchise . I ' ve never had any 
money , but I know how to take things when no one is looking . 
I got looked at , though , corner of Skyl ine and East Plum .  
I was seep ing out the tamale stand , f iguring how I might snag 
some salsa when the woman was checking me out , said I had a 
sweet walk and nice j eans . Nice j eans , sure . Her language was 
a l l  cl iches , f i lm noire , husky as an unf i ltered cigarette . 
"My name ' s  Maria , "  she said . " I  can set you up nice , give 
you a place to l ive , the money ' s  easy . "  
" There ' s  no such thing as easy money , "  I said , not icing 
how long her l egs were , how her na i l s  were pa inted a bright 
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red , thinking : this women has walked stra ight out of some B­
movie . 
" Do you think taking your cl othes off is  hard work? " she 
asked me . "You ' ve probably had plenty of practice . "  
I thought : this woman ' s  cocky , but hel l , the Volvo ' s  
gone , can ' t  get back , why not settle in and see what it ' s  
rea l ly l ike? After you ' ve looked around and dug your leather 
hee l s  in , you see one planet isn ' t  much d i f ferent from 
another . Some places are l iteral , some are more figurative . 
Some have drive-thrus , some don ' t .  The Jack is  f ine and mellow 
here , over the tongue and into the heart , and Maria , wel l ,  it 
turns out she ' s  f ine , too . 
" Yeah , " I said to her . " Yeah , why not? I don ' t  mind 
working , i f  it ' s  honest . "  
She said , " Oh ,  it ' s  definitely honest . "  
Maria takes me to the Virgo , a red-gl itter watering-hole­
in-the-wa l l , plastic f ive-point stars on top , white bulbs 
f lashing on and off twenty- four hours a day . Pink neon sign 
says : COCKTAILS . Another sign says : MALE STRIPPERS . It ' s  
Maria ' s  pl ace . She inherited it when her old man was knocked 
off , shot in the groin by a lady customer who wasn ' t  happy 
with the floor show and had the f irepower to prove it . When 
she pointed her p istol at Maria , Maria swore she ' d  do better . 
Maria tel l s  me she ' s  glad the t ime has f inally come when a 
woman can p ick and choose . I say , sure , i f  she has a gun . 
Maria says , since when doesn ' t  everybody have a gun? So I 
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guess it ' s  a quest ion o f  aim . 
Maria fed me , made me omelette a fter omelette until I 
told her to stop . She told me i f  I was going to put on a good 
show , I had to have more than skin on my bones . I told her 
where I came from it was the dancing that mattered . How a man 
moved his hips , the cadence of his thrust , was what mattered 
most . Maria said she didn ' t  know what I was talking about , 
women l iked to see things , that ' s  a l l , and j ust where did I 
come from , anyway? I ' ve always been right here , I told her , 
right under your nose . Is  that a fact? she said . 
Now I l ive upsta irs underneath one o f  the plastic stars , 
two bulbs miss ing , shattered by a not-so-stray rock . At night 
my room i s  f i l l ed with white l ight bl inking on and o f f , on and 
off : some kind of code , but no one is answering . When I ' m in 
here by mysel f ,  trying to think , I can hear tubes of blue and 
red neon humming , the trucks going by , pa int flaking off the 
stucco wal l s . 
Maria named me : Boy Nevada . Isn ' t  that something? Boy 
Nevada . She said I had to have a stage name , plus I won ' t  tell 
her my real name . She wants to know if I ' m some kind of punk . 
Did I hop some prison fence , rip my j eans on some kind of 
barbed wire? 
" Boy Nevada , "  she says , "don ' t  even think about pul l ing 
any shit with me . "  
" Boy Nevada , "  she says , " I  l ike you a lot , but I am not 
stupid . "  
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Maria bought me a boom box , some tapes , Don Giovann i ,  
Carmen . She says opera purges the soul , cl eans out your colon . 
She ' s  right . After I ' m through stripping , doing the wal k ,  
balancing quarters o n  my tongue , Maria comes t o  my room , we 
sing the ancient songs . Maria says it ' s  nothing personal , she 
j ust doesn ' t  want me getting too lonely , or di scouraged , but 
I love the taste o f  her brown skin , sour l ike l imes , and her 
black hair--so black , you could lose your way in that dark 
wood and you wouldn ' t  want to come back . Of course it ' s  
personal .  
When the box starts shaking with the high notes , trying 
to move across the floor with some Ital ian ' s  grie f ,  we ride 
the anguish l ike a slow train and glow amber with the heat . 
I l ike to pul l  Maria ' s  heart out and feel its meaty weight in 
the palm of my hand . I always put it back . It ' s  a trick I 
l earned on Venus . Afterwards I get the towels , soak them in 
cold water . We wrap ourselves in the cool cotton , sip our Jack 
Black and watch the red moon do the shimmy in the sky . The 
haze here , it makes everything dance . 
During the day I walk around , see what ' s  what . Maria says 
I ' m crazy , why don ' t  I take her car ,  an Olds? No one walks in 
Reno , she says , but I think : drive another car? That would be 
unfa ithful . I ' ve got to stretch my legs , I tell her . Got to 
keep that walk in shape , she says . Yeah , I say , Boy Nevada 
doesn ' t  want to l et anybody down . 
I can ' t  sit sti l l  l ike people do here , slumped in their 
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lawn chai rs and t ipping back ma i-tais , water popping out of 
thei r  heads l ike glass beads . I ' m used to mot ion , the pulse 
o f  the stars , pistons pumping , the cl ick of my boots on the 
pavement , a constant thump . When you ' re mov ing , dust can ' t  
settle . I f  you move fast enough , you ' re bound to see yoursel f  
one day going the other way : the proof o f  eternity . I t ' s  a 
s impl e  formula .  Maria knows how it works . She says sex with 
me is  l ike f lying , l ike los ing gravity and be ing pul l ed under 
a l l  at the same t ime . But she also says , 
" I  saw you coming , Boy Nevada . I ' ve fl own be fore . This 
is  not l ove . " 
She won ' t  admit it , but I know she ' s  a fraid I ' m going to 
l eave her , walk out her red door and never come back , vanish 
over the desert l ike a mirage . 
I • ve got a friend on Stardust Road , J immy , he sel ls 
papers . Tokyo , London , New York--J immy sel l s  a l l  the news . 
Bel fast , Bei rut , Dakaar--he knows what ' s  happening , a l l  the 
dirty underhanded things . I s  the sun sti l l  burning a hole 
through Nepal? Ask J immy . Did the Prime Minister recover from 
that blow to the head? J immy knows . 
" Brothers , brothers , brothers , "  J immy wi l l  say whenever 
anyone wa lks by , " it ' s  t ime to get hip to the news ! The news 
is happ-e-n ing a l l  the t ime , even when you sleep ! You cannot 
stop the news ! No , brothers , you cannot ! Ignorance is  not 
bl iss ! I f  you do not get hip to the news , you will  be the 
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news , and that i s  not pretty , brothers , not pretty at a l l ! "  
One day a woman walked up , pink plastic pumps with 
goldfish swimming in the heels , hair bleached white , white 
handbag , white sweater , white stretch pants--you get the 
picture : a retro chick . 
" Hey , " she said to J immy , " some o f  us are sisters , you 
know what I ' m saying? Some of us are not brothers , and we 
sisters are not buying any news from a brother who doesn ' t  
know anything about s isters . "  
"Wel l ,  shit , s ister , " J immy said . " I  know a l l  about 
sisters , but s isters are pure , they are clean , the news does 
not impl icate them . To read the news is to accept part of the 
blame for it , and sister , I do not blame the sisters . "  
Around here , people say , "Jimmy a in ' t  right , " but I knew 
when I f irst met him , his yel low hair hanging over his green 
eyes , his topaz earring flashing signal s  through the grainy 
l ight , that he was a friend . When I saw he was miss ing one of 
his hands , some kind o f  accident , I knew I could trust him . 
A man miss ing a hand can see things far o f f  in the distance 
because a part of him is in the next world . 
When J immy f i rst saw me he dropped a stack o f  Be irut 
Gaz ettes on his blue boots . The way he l ooked at me , with 
recognit ion , was unsettl ing at first . He j ust kept staring at 
me , p icking up his papers , then he said , " Brother ,  you 
definitely took a wrong turn somewhere . "  Now when J immy sees 
me he says , 
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"Volvo dude , Volvo man , four pistons up , two down , bad 
situat ion , what are you going to do? " 
" Fuck ,  tuck , tuck , " I say . 
"Mother- tuck , "  J immy says . 
J immy ' s  a phi losopher . He says he only bel ieves in one 
thing : the w i l l -to-power . J immy sleeps on the street every 
night underneath his stand , a b ig black book by Nietz sche 
under his head . I f  you understand at least one great book , 
J immy says , people will  leave you alone , they will  say , what 
the fuck is that thing under his head? A great book , J immy 
says , is  very int imidat ing , especially i f  it ' s  unf inished . 
t ime . 
" You know why I l ive on the street? " he asked me one 
" Because of the will -to-power? " I said . 
J immy said , " Brother , yes . "  
J immy says the universe is in constant flux , planets 
col l iding , comets whipping through space , clouds always on the 
move , and no one man can stay in any one place unless he is 
the strongest force in the cosmos and even then he ' s  got to 
push against something , or be pushed . J immy says l i fe is a 
constant ergonomic struggle in which he represents the weakest 
l ink , a p iece of space j unk . 
" I  am pure flotsam , " he told me . 
" How long have you been on Stardust ? "  I asked him . 
" Ten years , "  he said , "give or take a few . " 
"Time to move on , "  I said . 
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"Yeah , " he said , " I ' m  j ust wait ing for the next sh i ft in 
power . Any day now , I ' m ready . "  
"J immy , " I said , "don ' t  underestimate yoursel f .  There ' s  
plenty o f  stuf f  weaker than you . Don ' t  forget sand , J immy . The 
desert is always drifting . " 
" Yeah , " J immy sa id , " the desert never sleeps . "  
Some man was standing there , bright pink shirt and 
snakeskin boots , waving The London Times in J immy ' s  face . 
" Hey , J immy , " he said . "Hey , J immy , you gonna take my 
money , or what? " 
One t ime I tried to coax J immy over to the Virgo , told 
him Maria would feed him and fatten him up and he could strip 
with me , we ' d  be a team , he could make some real money and 
have a real pl ace to sleep . 
" Oh no , brother , "  J immy had said to me . " I  can ' t  
compromise mysel f  l ike that . "  
J immy told me that Nietz sche bel ieved the body was the 
fruit of chance , that it was only through the body that a man 
could transport himsel f out of misery , could burn a hole 
through the worl d ,  leave his mark . It ' s  a sol itary kind of 
thing . 
After I ' ve been here a whi l e , wa lked a l l  over this town , 
walked a l l  over it again , smoked ten cartons of Dutch Masters , 
swung my hips for every blue-ha ir in town on a bus tour , 
watched the red sun set l ike a f ireba l l , sixty t imes , watched 
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it rise , Maria , st i l l  uncommitted , lying beside me , J immy 
asked me , 
" Brother , what are you waiting for? " 
"J immy , 11 I said , " I  need parts . I haven ' t  got any parts . 11 
" Special parts , "  J immy said . 
11 Yeah , 11 I said , " special parts . "  
J immy knew this j unkyard , an acre of rusted metal and 
broken bed frames , ancient green bottles and p ieces of wood , 
doors ripped out o f  houses , black b irds perched on the hoods 
of gutted Chevrolets . He took me there one day , showed me 
everything . He said , 
"This is  where I get all  my special parts . "  
" I  don ' t  know , J immy , " I said . 
J immy asked me , "What kind o f  car does Maria have? " 
I said , "An Olds , ninety-eight . "  
J immy sa id , "An antique , huh? Wel l ,  you work with what 
you have . "  
" Yeah , " I said , "you work with what you have . "  
Every week I go and see J immy he has something for me , 
some curved piece o f  pipe , pol ished and pure , some strip of 
black rubber .  He f inds these things , cleans them up and g ives 
them to me . I ' m feel ing kind of l ethargic and he ' s  trying to 
help me out . He says to me , 
" Brother , the sum o f  these parts will  be greater than the 
whole . "  
"J immy , " I always say , " I  need special parts . "  
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J immy says , " Brother , these are spec ial parts . "  
S o  I ' ve been tinkering a l ittl e ,  l i fting up the hood of 
Maria ' s  Olds , unscrewing some th ings , shi ft ing some things 
around . One t ime Maria came out and saw me and said , 
" Boy Nevada , j ust what the hel l  do you think you ' re 
doing? " 
I told her , " I  used to fix cars . "  
" I  get i t , " Maria said . " You can fix cars , but you j ust 
can ' t  drive them . " 
I d idn ' t  say anything . 
Maria said , " Boy , I didn ' t  know my car needed to be 
f ixed . "  
"Maria , "  I said , " cars always need to be f ixed . " 
Maria said , " Don ' t  fuck up my car , Boy , I mean it . "  
Yesterday was my day o f f ,  no doing the wal k ,  no hip­
shaking . When I woke up Maria was gone al ready , downsta irs 
cracking eggs , chopping peppers , getting ready for the morning 
crowd . Everyone in Reno loves Maria ' s  omelettes . I put on my 
j eans , my favorite bl ack t-shirt , " Born to Ride . "  I pul l ed on 
my black boots , s i lver spurs throwing rust , and threw some 
brown water on my face . It was time to shake some dust o f f ,  
get rid of any scent I could b e  tracked by . 
When I went downstairs Patti was there setting tables . 
Patti works for Maria part-time . Where you going , she says to 
me . I say I ' m going to stretch my legs . Stretch your pretty 
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legs , she says . Yeah , I say , going to stretch my pretty legs , 
shake some dust o f f . Maria yel l s  from the kitchen , 
"Take my car , Boy , I mean it . Don ' t  get l ost , I mean it . "  
She said , " Boy Nevada , are you l isten ing to me? " 
Yeah , somet imes I get lost . Sometimes Maria has to come 
looking for me and drive me horne . Somet imes I ' l l be talking 
to J immy and J immy will  get t ired , blank out on me , and I ' l l 
walk out to the desert . I try to get back before the stars 
come out . Usual ly the only stars I see are at the Virgo , false 
stars , gl itter on the wal l ,  someone ' s gold tooth flashing 
under the red l ights . I don ' t  want to get too homes ick . 
I yel led to Maria , " Don ' t  worry , Maria . I ' m j ust gonna 
check out the news , see what ' s  what . "  I didn ' t  wa it for a 
response . 
I went to see J immy , see how the world was looking , i f  
it was still  bouncing al ong . There were a few cars o n  the 
road , some people playing miniature gol f .  The sun , f ierce as 
always , was keeping most people ins ide . J immy was l eaning on 
his stand , f l ipping through a magaz ine . He said to me , 
"Volvo man , why is  l i fe so hard? " 
I said to him , "The w i l l-to-power , my brother , the w i l l ­
to-power . " 
" Yes , brother , yes , "  J immy said . " I f  l i fe was too easy , 
who would stick around? You gotta push on something . "  
"Or be pushed , "  I said . 
"Hey , J immy , " I said , " let ' s  go out to the desert . Let ' s  
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check out some constel l ations . "  
J immy perked up , put down his magaz ine , reached under his 
stand and brought out a bottl e .  
"Mescal , "  J immy said , "ninety-proo f .  We ' l l see God . " 
"J immy , " I said , " I  thought I ' d have to drag you away . "  
"The world ' s  going to hel l , "  J immy said , "and I ' m tired 
of reading about it . "  
J immy said I might have a vis ion of what to do i f  I could 
see through to the bottom of his bottle . I said , okay , a 
vis ion might take my mind o f f  things . I told him we would have 
to wal k .  He said , brother , we are al ready there , and he was 
right . All we had to do was cross the street--that ' s  where the 
desert begins , right underneath the bil lboard that says , " Eat 
at Frankie ' s--Everyone Else Does . "  
"Jimmy , " I sa id , " let ' s  walk unti l  we can ' t  see this 
b i l lboard . " 
So we started walking . It got so hot we took our t-shirts 
o f f  and wrapped them around our heads . Everyone says it ' s  
crazy to walk out in the desert during the day , so we drank 
the mescal l ike it was precious water , a few sma l l  sips at a 
time . Every now and then J immy turned around and said , 
" Shit , I can sti l l  see that thing . " 
S omewhere , I don ' t  know where , we stopped . It got dark . 
I had broken a promise with mysel f--! was going to see the 
stars . We laid down in the sand and J immy said to me , 
" Brother , is  it okay i f  I hold your hand? I ' m feel ing a 
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l ittle d i z zy . " 
I told him , "Jimmy , where I come from , men hold each 
other ' s  hands a l l  the t ime . That way , we never get lonely . "  
So J immy held my hand and I finished the bottle of 
mescal , not even thinking how we were going to get back , j ust 
l ooking at the Mi lky Way , dense as my bra in and clotted with 
stars , the unbl inking eye of the night . I thought I saw 
something moving in the sky , some faded red star , s i lver 
hubcaps spinning , unable to hang in any longer , its threads 
cut away . Something was underneath the sand , hump ing al ong 
l ike a giant worm and snaking into my ve ins . I didn ' t  see God , 
but I think my hair was on fire . 
" Jimmy , 11 I said , squeez ing his hand , he was so quiet , 
" that Olds a in ' t  going anywhere . "  
He d idn ' t  say anything right away . I not iced his eyes 
were closed . He mumbled something , then he said , 
"What kind o f  fuel , man? " 
"What? "  I said . I noticed how hard it was to ta lk , how 
my throat was dry and my whole body felt swo l l en and sore . 
J immy said , his eyes sti l l  closed , 
" Fuel , brother . What kind of fuel do you need? " 
Fuel , I thought , fuel for what? Maria ' s  Olds isn ' t  going 
anywhere , that ' s  what I was saying . Loaded down with J immy ' s  
special parts , crouching in the parking l ot o f  the Virgo , 
Maria ' s  Olds was constipated with J immy ' s  re-conditioned hoses 
and clamps . I don ' t  know i f  I answered J immy ' s  question or 
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not . I guess that ' s  when I passed out , the whole sky blinking , 
grains o f  sand digging into my skin l ike insects , J immy ' s  
bottle lying between us l ike a tal isman . 
When the sun came up , I was d i z zy , I was trying to sit 
up . I didn ' t  know where I was or who I was . I was thinking , 
why i s  the sky that color? when I saw it : a wave o f  l iquid 
l ight , a s i lver glare , something gl iding over the white sand , 
hovering , something fat and otherworldly and puf fing smoke and 
coming towards me cautiously , 1 ike an old friend . When it 
stopped , I heard a door slam .  I heard the sand be ing 
di splaced . Every grain of sand was moving , be ing moved . 
" Shit , Boy . "  
That is  what I heard . 
" Shit , Boy . " 
I l ooked up . Maria . 
" Shit , Boy Nevada , "  she said . "You could die out here . "  
" You want to die? " she said . "You trying to kill  
yoursel f? Tel l  me now , Boy , cause I don ' t  need this shit . " 
I couldn ' t  say anything--it was the heat . I was 
experiencing a neuron meltdown . Maria was l ike a hologram , she 
was going a l l  fuz zy at the edges , becoming distinct , then 
indist inct , shaking her head . 
" I  mean it , Boy , " she said . "This shit ' s  got to stop . " 
She pointed at something j ust beyond me and said , 
"Who the hel l is that? " 
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I turned my head and saw J immy , st i l l  asl eep , at least 
I hoped he was sleep ing . 
I said , " That ' s  J immy . " 
" Boy Nevada , "  she sa id , "you are lucky I grew up around 
here and know my way around . "  
Later ,  at the Virgo , after J immy and I stumbled into 
Maria ' s  car and she drove us into town , I got sober .  I sat at 
the bar with Maria and drank my way into tota l consciousness , 
a f i fth o f  Wild Turkey , stra ight up . Maria was out of Jack . 
J immy was asl eep at one of the tables . We weren ' t  open for the 
evening crowd yet . I said to Maria , 
" Look , j ust l ike you say , nothing personal . J immy and I 
had some bus iness . "  
Maria said , " Boy , a l l  I want to know is , what are you 
rea l ly doing here? Why are you sti l l  hanging around? " 
" Boy , " Maria said , point ing at Jimmy , "Just how long is 
that guy gonna sleep? " 
I looked out the doo r ,  propped open with a cha i r .  It was 
dusk . Al l the s igns were buz z ing , the Strip was the only thing 
happening , red and yel l ow and hot white glass cutting across 
the bl ack sky . The clouds , dark and purple , were trying to get 
somewhere else , fast . Someone in a black convert ible , hubcaps 
pol ished and gleaming , pul l ed into the parking lot . 
"Maria , "  I said , " let ' s  go for a ride . I ' l l drive . "  
Maria said , " You can drive ? "  
" Sure , " I said . " I  can drive . "  
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Maria said , " Boy , the show starts in an hour . " 
I said , " Let ' s  go for a ride , Maria . We ' l l come back . 
Come on , Maria . We ' l l come back , I promise . "  
Maria said , " Boy Nevada , you are crazy . "  
I said , "Maria . Come on , Maria . "  
I told Maria to meet me in the parking l ot ,  that I had 
to take care of J immy first . After she left I went over to the 
table where he was passed out and shook his shoulders . 
"Jimmy , " I said . "Jimmy , wake up . "  
He d idn ' t  move , but I could hear his uneven breathing . 
"J immy , " I said , leaning over him , whispering in his ear , 
" don ' t  forget : the body is  the fruit of chance . "  
I got a bl anket from my bed and covered him up be fore I 
left , taking a bottle of Cuervo with me . 
When I turned the key in the ignition and the engine 
turned over , my stomach j umped . Some things only the body 
remembers : the way a car throttles into gea r ,  struggles 
against the brake . What Maria ' s  car lacked for in parts , we ' d  
make up with speed . Maria said to me , 
" Boy , what ' s  wrong with you? " 
I didn ' t  answer . I j ust steered Maria ' s  Olds out of the 
parking l ot and onto the Strip , feeling the vibrations of the 
engine work through my spine , into my throat , out the top of 
my head . I hung on to the steering wheel and stared straight 
ahead , my eyes burning from the fumes . Cars were pass ing by 
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me on the other s ide o f  the road . Everyone was going 
somewhere . I took a taste from the bottle , passed it on to 
Maria . 
Maria said to me , "We ' re changing our l iquor? " 
" Yeah , " I said , " something l ike that . "  
I turned on to the highway where it was cool and dark , 
going f i fty , sixty , seventy . E ighty . Maria ' s  l ooking at the 
speedometer , l ooking at me . I f  it isn ' t  love , then what the 
hel l  is  it? When I hit ninety , Maria said , " Boy , you better 
slow down . I do not have insurance . "  
I said , "Maria , don ' t  worry . I ' m taking you home . "  
EMMA 
H istory has many skins , layer upon layer o f  fragile 
papyrus , a thick apocrypha of facts and fict ions , strands of 
white hai r ,  cups ful l  o f  brown teeth and j ewel ry gone green 
with rust . I f  our skin becomes dust and dust pers ists through 
a l l  of our calamit ies , then I ' m as eterna l as a i r ,  s itting on 
the prow o f  the ship that sails to Byzant ium , a twinkle in my 
eye . My bones might rot in the hul l o f  the earth , but I hope 
there is a part of me that will  settle on the wing of a gul l  
and I w i l l  survive , yes , I w i l l  survive i n  spite o f  
everything . It i s  love , the star i n  my palm , that w i l l  get me 
through , shake me out o f  t ime , make me l ike the seed plucked 
out of the poppy , sma l l  and hard , tasteless , eternal . 
As of now I ' m still al ive , st i l l  tormented by fleshy 
possibil ities . I may be old , a bachel or ,  my wh ite knees turned 
wobbly , my hands shaky from too much wanting , my heart gaunt 
and unused , wheezy , but I ' m not ready for the shroud . I ' m  
st i l l  capable o f  walking down our l ong , narrow alleys , 
knocking on doors with the brass knob o f  my cane , grind ing my 
teeth in the middle of the night . I f  at my age t ime is  a rare 
currency , perhaps I ' ve squandered it spending every day pining 
for Emma , the woman who l ives across from me , but I am tired 
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of prudence , o f  thri ft iness . 
The country I l ive in is smal l ,  named a fter my great 
great-grandfather ,  Merula , which is also my name . My family 
l ost pol itical favor when I was a child , but the new Merula 
didn ' t  have the t ime for nurturing old grudges--there were too 
many fresh vendettas , and bul lets were scarce . When the 
turmoi l  was over we weren ' t  exiled or l ined up aga inst a 
basement wal l .  We were appointed the official State Bakers , 
perhaps a kind o f  humil iation , and now I carry that tradit ion 
forward , waking at six every morning to lay blackbirds into 
pie crusts , beaks and a l l . 
Blackbi rd pie is  a national del icacy , a sweet crunchy 
tart , and there is some status in bringing things to their 
f inal sugary rest . I don ' t  have to wait in l ine for bread l ike 
everyone else . My vodka is made from the f inest grains . 
Ta i l ors stitch my suits . But I am not a man inc l ined to 
snobbery . I make the pies mysel f ,  and the cakes . I spend most 
of my t ime in storms of flour and salt and my na i l s  are 
blanched a pale yel low color . On the door of my shop is a 
brass knocker in the shape of a dove ( it must be grasped 
around the breast ) , but no one thinks to knock when they come 
to visit . I ' m a pub l ic servant , a fter a l l . 
I f  you were to seek me out , a sma l l  formal ity , your 
gloved hand around the gold bird knocking very gently , perhaps 
urgently , would please me . I am a lonely man . They say we are 
a country of the dispossessed , but in fact we are , most of us , 
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quite possessed by one thing o r  another , quite beguiled by 
grim-faced men who o ften interrupt our dreams , come into our 
houses , uninvited , wearing bl ack uni forms and carrying guns . 
Persona l l y ,  I f ind mysel f possessed by a foreign woman who 
wears men ' s  trousers and smokes French cigars . She 1 i ves 
across from me and her name , her beauti ful name , is  Emma . 
During Nehora , which is  our siesta , I sit on my terrace 
reading my maps and hoping I ' l l see her . It has been almost 
two weeks since I ' ve last caught s ight of her and I ' m craving 
a gl impse o f  her l ong black ha ir and her crooked nose . Maps 
are my d istraction .  Only yesterday I learned " s ierra " means 
mountains . We have no mountains here , no h i l l s  covered with 
ol ive trees or steep , sandy c l i ffs . I have never been anywhere 
but this hot stretch of beach , nor have I seen any sea except 
the green one which surrounds us , but I want to know how the 
world is f itted together ,  the ways in which it groans and 
cracks , where God ' s  f ingers have pressed down into i t .  
I have a regular correspondence with the Royal Geographic 
Society and they have sent me a number of thei r  travel er ' s  
maps . currently I am studying "The Land of the Maya , "  an 
ancient kingdom , its bones and crockery embedded in the 
Yucatan Peninsula , a body of land which swe l l s  into the 
caribbean Sea l ike a cancer . Guatemala and Honduras l ie 
beneath it , crumpled p ieces of brown land . Everywhere , 
indicated by sma l l  black triangles on the map , there are piles 
of stones testi fying to something not so apparent . 
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Here i n  Merula we have no anc ient civi l i zations over 
which we have to carefully cover our tracks . I f  there are 
pyramids in Mexico , one should not be too smug , for there is 
surely something in the grass there as wel l , some residue of 
Aztec breath , grown heavy with time . Nothing is truly dead in 
this world . Even the blackbirds I shoot and bake into pies 
occasional ly cause the Prime Minister , and others , 
indigest ion . Somet imes I am blamed for including too much 
nutmeg in the rec ipe , but my ingredients never vary , only the 
birds , which come in a l l  shapes and sizes . 
They wi l l  sometimes fly over my bungalow in groups at 
night , taunt ing me with the ir throaty mourning . They know I 
am a man o f  ritual . I will  only p ick up my gun on Sunday 
mornings to shoot them . In this way , I give them a f ight ing 
chance . I am a man o f  honor , but once I k i l l ed a bl ackb ird 
with my bare hands , and it was a terrible thing to have to do , 
but I couldn ' t  help mysel f .  
S o  it has been two weeks , two weeks now since Emma has 
a l l owed me to touch her luminous ha i r .  We had an appo intment 
once , every Wednesday for the first hour a fter midnight , the 
t ime when Emma said she felt most a l ive . She would sit on her 
terrace and I would stand behind her , st i f f  in my evening 
coat , brushing her hair into the warm wind . It was too long 
for her to manage a l l  by hersel f .  I would stroke it unt i l  the 
sparks fel l out l ike rain , t iny constel l ations of l ight 
dancing between us , then turn ing to ash , and the sea would be 
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black , humming behind us . 
The j oy I felt then was excruciat ing , almost painful , for 
that was a l l  Emma a l l owed me , the brushing of her hair . My 
f ingert ips would be numb with des i re , with electric ity . 
Afterwards Emma would pour us a black market scotch and we 
would l ean against the cool stucco plaster o f  her house , 
pass ing the glass back and forth and looking for some chance 
of l i fe in the stars . Emma cal l ed me her companion , her 
compagnon , but I was never invited ins ide , no , that would be 
unseemly , she once told me . 
Perhaps i f  you had walked by at one of those t imes , one 
of those Wednesdays , and you had l ooked up , you would have 
thought there had recently been some fight , some disagreement 
between us . The s ilence would have been overwhelming , but it 
was the s i l ence of two people who had told each other 
everyth ing, it was the calm of two people who had reached a 
comfortable agreement , though at t imes , old and bereft as I 
am , I suppose I yearned for more . 
There was a t ime when we had talked non-stop , when I 
would tell  her everything about Merula and she would tel l  me 
her own personal history , how she came to Merula alone from 
a country with grass and convents and a medieval past , how she 
had l e ft behind a shattered l i fe , a tra i l  of men who probably 
thought her dead , her escape had been so perfect . 
I told her how our is land had started : sand and wind and 
bl ackbirds covering the beaches l ike blankets o f  f l ies , so 
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many blackb i rds , they outnumbered everything , even us . There 
was a t ime when the birds were sacred . The ir songs , low and 
mournful , were cons idered holy , but there were years of 
drought , shrunken fruit , poi soned water . We were hungry and 
the birds seemed ind i fferent to us , seemed l ike sweet meat 
pos ing , fal sely , as prophecy . Now they are a del icacy , a 
piquant dessert , and it seems there are so many of them we 
will  never be without this luxury of eating bl ackb irds , o f  
l icking from our f ingers the rema ins of the f irst inhabitants 
of this place . 
S i nce I spent most of my chi ldhood in pol itical 
uncertainty and have spent most o f  my adult l i fe with crusts 
and birds , a woman l ike Emma was a discovery for me . Anyone 
can see she is not from Merula . She is much too tall to be one 
of us and her skin is too close to her bones , almost 
transparent . our sun is not good for her , but she will  
frequently take in the night a i r ,  in de f iance o f  curfew . This 
is  how we f irst met . 
I was contemplating Canis Maj or one evening ( through my 
bedroom window ) when I saw her descend ing the steps of her 
terrace . It was too windy for star-ga z ing . My windows were 
ratt l ing ;  there was clattering in my cupboards . I couldn ' t  
bel ieve anyone would be so i l l -advi sed to venture out after 
the prescribed hour . I d idn ' t  know someone had moved into the 
empty house across the street from me , let alone someone so 
beaut i fu l ly gaunt , so pale-looking . I rushed outs ide , not even 
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thinking . I know I must have startled her at first because she 
backed away from me . 
"You ' re the baker , "  she said . "We ' re neighbors , "  she 
said , as i f  she were repeat ing hersel f ,  as i f  I d id not 
understand her clearly . 
"What are you do ing? " I said . 
" I  l ive here . " 
" Yes , so? "  I said to her . 
" I ' m  going for a walk , " she told me . "What do you want ? "  
She was confused . I convinced her t o  g o  back t o  her 
house , that i f  she had to be outs ide we could s it on her 
balcony . It wasn ' t  safe for anyone to walk anywhere , not after 
e ight , even to j ust sit at the door of your house , idly 
staring , is  cons idered a threat in this place . But we could 
sit outs ide for a short whi l e , I told her , I am a man of 
publ ic off ice , a fter a l l , my family has a history here , we 
could tal k .  I f  someone were to walk by , I told her , an off icer 
or gendarme , I ' l l s imply l ean over the balcony and say , "Good 
evening , brother ! "  He ' l l see who I am and pass on . 
She was distracted , but she agreed in the end . She told 
me she didn ' t  know what she had been th inking , why she had 
started down the street as i f  she were in another pl ace . I 
suppose , now , she knew exactly where she was going--some kind 
of rendezvous . She ' s  a master of subterfuge , of mixed signals . 
Nevertheless she took my advice , we ascended the steps 
of her terrace and we became friends , drinking acquaintances . 
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Emma appointed me guardian of her hair ; she was my confessor . 
I have committed no sins that I am aware o f ,  but there are 
l ittle things that happen in a day , things I need to tell 
someone , how various cats perch on my windows i l l  in the 
afternoons , eyeing my ovens and greedily licking the ir l ips , 
how a blackbird ,  in rigor mortis , might extend a wing , 
tentatively , over the edge of my chopping block . I fell in 
love , perhaps out of pity for a woman whose reputation had 
been mal igned in another place . This was a tragedy I 
understood intimately . It ' s  a s imple progression--from pity 
to l ove . But circumstances are never quite so simple . 
In  her own country Emma had been sadly misunderstood . She 
was born in a place where houses are bui l t  at the foot of 
brown h i l l s ,  overlooking nothing , where trees are miserly and 
hide the sun . She was educated in a convent and severely 
punished for trying to assert hersel f .  Her husband was a 
doctor who had worshipped her , who had tried to please her , 
but he hadn • t understood her sensual nature , her need to 
always hear the clicking of horses ' hooves on the pavement 
outs ide her window , to hear the strains of an opera wh ile 
making l ove , to feel that l ove could burn holes in her hands . 
She had acquired lovers , with disastrous results . 
Emma would tel l  me the most int imate deta i l s  o f  these 
a ffairs , how she had been desperate for a grand pass ion , how 
she faked her suicide in order to get away from a l l  the 
monotonous men , ate black poison and surv ived its inky death , 
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watched her husband hover over her , sick with despair,  and 
despised him for it . She told me she understood perfectly i f  
I felt I had t o  fal l  i n  love with her , but she wanted me to 
know that she couldn ' t  accomodate me . Emma l ikes to re fer to 
hersel f as " one of the disappeared . "  
Once she told me , "Making love to me would be l ike making 
love to a dead woman . "  
I don ' t  bel ieve her . Emma ' s  movements are slow ,  f irst she 
speaks , then she gestures what she means , as the shades do in 
Hades , but there is something about her which is not from the 
s ide of the dead . Underneath her wh ite skin is a mass of 
veins , sma l l  branches o f  blue ice , a frozen l i fe that begs to 
be revived . 
A l l  my l i fe I ' ve buried things , stripped birds o f  the ir 
skins , scraped out hearts and lungs for puddings--one 
resurrection was a l l  I wanted , some atonement . It couldn ' t  be 
a woman from Merula ,  a woman who ate my p ies , who didn ' t  
understand how to properly hold a fork , how to chew and 
swa l l ow graceful ly . Emma seemed to understand this , to 
understand my hes itation when it came to the women of my 
island . In our conversations , when we used to drink and talk 
and not j ust drink , we kept nothing from each other . But Emma 
told me she was not will ing to be revived , not by anyone . 
Emma once said to me , " Think o f  me as an insufferable 
tourist . "  
Another t ime she said to me , "Men are bastards . "  
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But Emma let me brush her hai r ,  she pressed gl asses of 
scotch into my hands , and I was d i z zy from these things , 
almost grate ful , but a man my age is impatient . Perhaps I 
shouldn ' t  have kil led her bird and caused so much grief 
between us , but she had taken that bird in , given it comfort . 
She said it had j ust flown into her window one day and perched 
on the back of a chair , acted as i f  it wanted to stay . I 
suppose I was j ealous . 
And there is  another matter , another woman , young , a 
woman with brown skin and green eyes l ike mine , something else 
Emma has taken in , g iven succor--the butcher ' s  w i fe , Xenobia , 
thrown out by the butcher one day last month , they say for 
act ing sul len , and no one knew where she had gone to . So Emma 
had taken in Xenobia , perhaps lured her over , had l et a 
blackbi rd fly in her window , but I was to stay on the terrace . 
I was to keep my distance . She says she w i l l  never forgive me , 
that men are always cruel when they can ' t  have what they want . 
" I  think you real ly wanted to strangle me , "  she told me , 
only her gown on , three buttons undone , shocked at see ing me 
there , Xenobia lying behind her , the sheets thrown off the 
bed , the moon i l luminating the arch of Xenob ia ' s  oi led back , 
the curve o f  her satisfied neck . 
I wish Emma understood , a woman won ' t  take in a man , then 
takes in a woman , takes in a bird , feeds it and strokes its 
beak . In IDY mind , there was an inequ ity . An old man l ike me , 
never married , cannot eas ily shake the image of two women 
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intertwined , an inarticulate moan disturbing the serenity of 
the evening . 
"Who are you kidding? " Emma had said to me , defiantly , 
holding the dead , broken bird against her breast . " I ' ve seen 
the way you eye the soldiers when they gather on the corner . "  
In the Land of the Maya , in Kohunl ich , there is  a stucco­
covered pyramid . Stone idol s ,  women carved out of l imestone , 
surround it . There is no other information on the map . I am 
forced to imagine the rest , the brown grass , the missing ears 
and noses , cans and broken glass , graffiti--the trash of 
history . I imagine the faces of the idols as broad , the ir 
features worn down in the wind , but the ir l ips rema in ful l  
with def iance . 
I had only meant to show Emma the Hunger Moon , the ful l  
moon of February . It wasn ' t  our regular night , I know , but I 
didn ' t  think Emma would mind . I had drunk some vodka , my head 
was l ight , I had only my robe on . I d idn ' t  think to knock . I 
hadn ' t  thought Emma would mind the intrus ion . A ful l  moon is  
a happy occasion in Merula .  
Didn ' t  Emma know how much of a temptation that bird would 
be for me? A man has to direct his anger at something . Even 
with its heart beat ing aga inst my palm, I couldn ' t  stop 
mysel f .  When I felt its sma l l  bones crack under my fingers , 
the sma l l  rush of warm air ( its last exhalat ion ) on my face , 
I knew I had accomp l i shed something : a final ity , an end . 
There is no undoing any of this , but i f  you could , try 
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to imagine us , Emma and me , up ahead of you . See if you can ' t  
picture us in the distant future , leaning out o f  a window and 
sipping our scotch , smi l ing at some unknown friend pass ing by 
below--an unreal i zed story . Nothing is irrevocable . We are 
only hinted at , suggested . We are only the faintest point of 
l ight on your ret ina , the smal lest ingredient o f  the churning 
brew of what ' s  to come . History hasn ' t  cla imed us . Not yet . 
How many t imes can a person start over , reinvent themselves? 
Anything is possible . 
THE KINDNESS OF STRANGERS 
"We make b itter sauce , and cry out that the meat is  
bitter . "  
--Wi l l iam Whatley 
from "A Wedding Sermon " ( 1608 ) 
When it was morn ing , fina l ly , I looked out my window and 
saw nothing . That is , nothing d i fferent . Everything was in its 
usual place . Every stick was on top of its usua l st ick . I saw 
brown grass , green in patches , my vegetable garden , a few bare 
trees bent and gathered l ike old men standing around a 
smoldering fire . My cat , Vincent , a gray Abyss inian with one 
yel l ow eye , was crouching on the windows i l l , looking in at me , 
squ inting , rea l ly . The color of his other eye is 
indescribable . A woman passed by , a cha ir on her head , and saw 
me looking at her . She smi l ed , and kept walking . The sky 
promi sed no ra in . In Africa , nothing ever changes . 
A l ittle later , after the grass began to crackle from the 
heat , Abram , my sentinel and also my neighbor , was go ing to 
come over and tel l  me that his daughter had died in the middle 
of the night . He was going to tel l  me about her long bouts of 
coughing , how her blood had dribbled out of the corner of her 
mouth ( in tiny rivulets ) ,  about her thin and ragged breath ing 
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and the cool hands that snatched her away and l e ft only a 
brown sack o f  bones curled up on the mattress . He was going 
to tel l  me this without any v isible s ign of emot ion , looking 
away towards the l ow hil l s  of Caga Bandoro and then back at 
me--the gesture of a man seeking a bargain . 
When it was morning , f ina l ly , I l ooked out my window and 
saw that nothing had changed . The road sti l l  curved to the 
east , red dust swirl ing with the occasional breeze ; no flowers 
bl oomed . It was too early for Abram to come by , to tel l  me his 
bit o f  news , though he had probably been up a l l  night . I had 
dreamt of beans unable to cl imb to the top of the ir poles and 
of shriveled red peppers , and when I woke up and looked out 
my window , my dream stared back at me . Whoever walked by , 
Alice ( a  neighbor of mine ) , two chi ldren ( s isters ) , I d idn ' t  
acknowledge them . I was thinking I would have to go to the 
market to purchase some things because I am the wal i  so la ft 
leke savon , the woman who makes soap , and I had work that 
needed finishing , a kettle to heat , wax to dip and st i r .  Abram 
was going to disturb my routine . He was going to try and upset 
me . 
Perhaps i f  Abram ' s  daughter had been older than eight 
months , i f  she had been old enough to bring me water from the 
wel l  or to help me chase my chickens out of my house , or i f  
she could have run a fter my b icycle when I rode t o  the market , 
crying a fter me l ike the other chi ldren , " The wh ite woman is  
going to town ! Where are you going , white woman? The white 
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woman is  going to town ! " Perhaps if so many chi ldren did not 
die here a l l  the t ime , without any good reason , a l l  the time , 
and I was not drinking too much Bangui gin every night , so 
much gin , no ice , then I could have comprehended Abram ' s  stoic 
composure as the most grievous form of mourning , and I would 
have fal len apart right there in my doorway , lost my wi l l  to 
speak . I woul d  have col lapsed with grief when he told me , but 
how many t imes can a person collapse from grief? 
Standing in my doorway (Abram fina l ly come ) , watching 
Abram watch the sky over the low h i l l s  of Caga Bandera , I 
thought : what black bird ,  whose approach , is  he waiting for? 
He wanted me to know why there had been so many exclamat ions 
in the middle of the night , why women had been wa i l ing , every 
hal f-hour or so , the most distress ing wa i l ing . It was true , 
the women of that family had let themselves be taken over by 
the darkest of songs . 
I could have put my hands in his , or to my face ( a  
gesture of sympathy ) , but instead I l ooked into my house at 
the bl ank wal ls , and then at my feet , avoiding his gl ance , and 
I told him (when people speak here they are friendly , but 
formal ) ,  " I  will  give you money for a coff i n .  I will  get 
cof fee and sugar for the wake . "  S ince I am Abram ' s  employer , 
have hired him to watch over my house when I am away in other 
vil lages , it is understood that I will  provide for certain 
th ings . 
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Everyone is  surprised I have stayed here a s  long a s  I 
have . S i x  years ago I came to this country to make the desert 
spit water , to turn dust into bl ack , fert i l e  soi l , to crease 
the ground with deep , wet furrows . Al l of my proj ects have 
fai led utterly ,  and even though my contract expired several 
years ago , I cannot convince mysel f  to leave . I have become 
obsessed with a place so ind i fferent , so unyielding , even the 
sma l l  Caga river , which they say had run through here for 
thousands of years , dried up after my ef forts . Each irrigation 
ditch , now comfortable hiding places for rats and snakes , I 
dug mysel f ,  yard by yard , my palms covered with bl isters , 
spl inters under my na i l s . Now I make soap , an occupation so 
humble I am cons idered unthreatening . 
Everyone is  surprised I am st i l l  here , but o f  course they 
are reticent about thei r  surprise : they are stingy with the ir 
incredul ity . They don ' t  want to appear too concerned about 
anything a white woman might do , or not do , but I am go ing to 
stay here unt i l  I wither away with age , unt i l  flowers grow on 
the moon , its milky surface covered with Iberian irises . Each 
night I burn a candle in my window to let them know : I am 
st i l l  here . 
After Abram thanked me for my generos ity , I sat at my 
desk and made a l ist of things to be purchased in town , but 
as soon as I arrived at the market I could not keep my mind 
on anything . I remembered the coffee and sugar , but I forgot 
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the herbs and o i l s  for my soaps . I was d istracted by the 
chi ldren who were everywhere , unaccompanied , running back and 
forth between the stal ls , hitting each other , playful ly , on 
the back of the head , laughing . There are always chi ldren at 
the market , so many chi ldren it seems that the marketplace is 
the ir doma in , the ir own province , a place where no one ever 
asks them : what are you doing , stop , get out of our way . No 
one is ever bothered by the chi ldren , but I was out of sorts 
that morning . 
On the carts loaded with the carcasses of goats , I could 
see the eyes o f  chi ldren staring at me from ins ide the 
animals ' heads , the goats ' beards giv ing the ir glances a 
certa in wisdom , a certain humor , as i f  the goats were saying : 
we are sti l l  a l ive , there are chi ldren ins ide o f  us , you can ' t  
eat something that looks at you with the eyes o f  a chi l d .  
S e l l ing is  women ' s  work . Every sta l l  had one o r  two women 
standing with thei r  hands on the ir hips , leaning over piles 
of f ish and lemons , and rais ing the ir voices when int imidat ion 
was necessary . In one sta l l  two monkeys , roasted to a black 
crisp , were hanging on hooks , the ir smal l  hands curled into 
f ists , the shocked express ions on the ir faces covered with a 
f ine , gray dust . 
S ome o f  the children were eyeing my bicycl e ,  envious ly , 
and I was shaking my f inger at them , the usual game between 
us , but I was feel ing nervous , apprehens ive . I forgot to buy 
something for them , a grape fruit they could use as a soccer 
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bal l , or some powdered chocolate . They threw stones at me when 
I pedal ed away . It was a harmless j oke , but when one of the 
stones hit me on the shoulder I was angry at mysel f for 
forgett ing to buy the chi ldren something , and I wondered i f  
they were angry with me , also . Against the chi ldren , I hold 
no grudges . 
I wondered i f  Abram was buying the cof f in ready-made or 
having one built , pieced together from scraps o f  wood , a 
co f f in so smal l .  I could see him barga ining for the wood , 
saying , I won ' t  pay that much , this wood , wel l ,  I know what 
kind of a tree it came from , when you cheat a man on his 
daughter ' s  coffin , you are cheating Al lah .  The sel ler,  a thin 
man ( only thin , hungry-looking men can sell co f f ins and not 
be disdained , not be hated by widows ) --this man I saw 
stretching out his arms , the gesture of a shaman , and rol l ing 
his eyes , as i f  to say , Abram , do the cl othes I am wearing 
look l ike the clothes of a rich man? 
As I made my way home it began to ra in , a miracle , though 
even in the driest of countries a thirst can sometimes be 
sat i s f ied . The downpour wouldn ' t  last l ong , it was only a 
shower ,  but sti l l , it was fierce . The trees were hunched over 
in the wind , drenched and shivering . Everything was cowering . 
The dry season is  stingy with ra in , but when it f inally come s ,  
i f  a t  a l l , it is  swi ft and furious and leaves n o  traces , only 
a thin fog which hangs above the trees in ribbons . 
I decided to stop and surprise a woman I know along the 
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road . She is  a friend and we often smoke my cigarettes 
together . I was hoping she would offer me a cup of palm wine . 
Fl orence saw me standing under a tree outs ide of her house one 
day last summer--! was trying to get out of the rain then , 
also--and she told me to come into her house . She told me that 
anything could happen to a wh ite woman standing by hersel f  
under a baobab tree . Not everyone is s o  friendly , she had told 
me . With her long f ingers , furrowed with age , she had unrol led 
a mat for me to sit on whi l e  she brewed some tea , a luxury 
here , and we had talked about the ra in , about her family , my 
house (what was my house l ike , did I have any chickens? ) . But 
Florence did not ask me : why are you in this country , where 
is your family? She did not say : are you the retired scientist 
who l ives next to Abram , the one who doesn ' t  want to go home? 
My presence in her house had been as natural as the steam 
ris ing from our cups of tea . 
Now , chi l led by the unexpected ra i n ,  again , my packages 
from the market heavy with water , Florence beckoned me into 
her house . The clay t iles were warm and reassuring under my 
bare feet . Florence began to tel l  me about her granddaughter 
whi l e  we passed a cup of wine back and forth , her eyes glaz ed 
over from the strong Turkish c igarettes I shared with her . Her 
granddaughter had fal l en in love with a man from another 
vil lage , someone al ready married and too old for her , so she 
was hardly ever home and oh , what was happening when 
granddaughters d idn ' t  come home when they were supposed to? 
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What was happen ing when granddaughters forgot the v i l l ages 
they were from , forgot the pattern of houses on the old 
streets , and lost the ir way? Fl orence has no one but her 
granddaughter to take care of and look over , no one else to 
count her beads for , one by one , with worry : a reassuring 
ritual . Fl orence has no one but her granddaughter to take care 
of her . 
One of Fl orence ' s  ch ickens came in and l ooked at me , 
t i l t ing its head , and then more ch ickens came in and Fl orence 
was saying , scat , scat , since when do chickens come into my 
house be fore I ask them to? S ince when are chickens afraid of 
a l ittle ra in? Perhaps we should go into the chickens ' house , 
there is plenty of room in there now without ch ickens in it , 
Florence said , and we both laughed . Looking into the cup I had 
j ust drunk from , I could see there was nothing left , but I 
couldn ' t  let go of the empty cup , of Fl orence ' s  laughter . I 
wasn ' t  ready to leave . 
I was wondering how to tell Florence about Abram ' s  
daughter , but then decided not to . It was not my place to go 
from v i l lage to village tell ing everyone the sad , inevitable 
news . I could not be properly mournful , making cl icking noi ses 
by press ing my tongue between my teeth . I knew no funeral 
songs . In this matter , Florence did not need my ass istance . 
I f  she had not al ready heard the wa il ing ( a  sound which 
pierces everything) , someone would tel l  her and she would come 
to the wake . She would have to be escorted because of her age 
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and she would have a dark cloth wrapped around her head and 
shoulders . She would enter Abram ' s  house as slowly and 
grace ful ly as a boat drift ing into a famil iar harbor . Because 
she has sung the funeral songs more t imes than anyone , 
everyone would defer to her . 
When my cup was not re- f i l l ed ,  I stood to leave . Florence 
touched my wrist , closed her old eyes and nodded . She was 
tired and d idn ' t  know yet how she was going to stay up a l l  
night moaning over a sma l l  coffin . My head buz z ing with wine 
tapped from ancient trees , I rode through brown cassava 
fields , roots and sticks twist ing in the heat , the tires of 
my b icycle skidding through the damp earth . In the distance 
I could see one of my old proj ects , an hydraul ic pump , now 
useless , looking l ike some kind of totem risen out of the 
ground , gleaming under the new sun . 
Once when I was digging my ditches , Abram had come out 
to watch me and to tal k .  Why is  it , he had asked me , that you 
want to dig a l l  these ditches when we have learned to l ive 
with the l ittle water we have? Even if you bring in more 
water , he told me , people will  always want more than you can 
prov ide because no one is ever satisf ied . I f  you hoard what 
the sky g ives you , Abram had said , the sky will  stop g iv ing . 
Later that day I broke my wrist , the ground was so hard . 
When I l i fted the sma l l  body wrapped in its l inen cl oth , 
my fingers trembled . Ins ide my heart something stirred and 
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begged for better j udgement , but I was not l i stening . Abram ' s  
daughter was sma l l  enough to fit ins ide my market sack . As 
quietly as smoke , I sl ipped out the back door.  
Everyone was out front in the courtyard : Abram ' s  
relatives , our neighbors , mourning an empty cof fin , pressing 
the palms of the ir hands together ,  digging thei r  heels into 
the soft ground , shaking thei r  heads and pass ing a s l im pipe 
back and forth . The women were making l ow ,  inart iculate 
sounds . No one was contemplat ing j ustice the way I was 
contemplating j ustice . 
Once when I had been gone for five days sell ing my soap 
in other v i l lages , I came back to find my dog , Lucy , dead , 
beaten to death it seemed and shoved underneath my bed . A few 
months earl ier there had been a rabies outbreak and the 
magistrate in Bangui had ordered that a l l  stray dogs in the 
v i l l ages would be shot on sight . He hired teenage boys to do 
the shooting and it got out of hand . They shot every dog they 
could f ind , even those sleeping peaceful ly on front stoops . 
Boys l ove to k i l l  things , to squash the heads of beetles and 
tear the wings off of bumblebees . 
When they came to our v i l l age with thei r  guns and the ir 
wheelbarrows ful l  of  dead dogs , I hid Lucy in my house ( in my 
clothes trunk) and I stood in my doorway , angrily , as i f  to 
say : you wouldn ' t  shoot a white woman for a dog . No one else 
thought to hide their dog , or to stand in the way . In a 
country where meat is scarce , it is not cons idered wise to get 
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too attached to a pet , any kind o f  pet . Later that evening the 
sme l l  of burning dog flesh , pungent as wood-smoke , travel l ed 
to our v i l l age from some other place and settled in l ike a 
dense vapor . In this country it is considered frivolous to 
bury a dog . 
When I picked Lucy up to bury her , a fter coming home and 
finding her under my bed , a l l  of her bones , smashed , moved in 
the wrong directions . I buried a wrecked animal , a wet sack 
of rocks . " She got sick,  then she died , " one neighbor , Al ice , 
told me . "We d idn ' t  know what to do , "  Abram had said . " She 
went under your bed and wouldn ' t  come out . "  
Somet imes I will  come back a fter having been gone for a 
wh i l e  and a l l  of  my tomatoes will  be gone , or some of my 
p igeons , and no one will  say anything to me . There are no 
excuses for hunger . Sometimes I will  have only eggs to eat and 
I w i l l  say to my chickens , " Look , I am eating your chi ldren . "  
I f  it is  too depress ing for me to do even that I w i l l  drink 
gin out of a metal cup , no ice , and sit aga inst the outs ide 
of my house , my legs crossed , unti l  it gets too cold or unt i l  
Abram ' s  goat comes over and starts sni ffing a t  my empty cup . 
Having stolen the dead child ( not real ly a chi l d  anymore 
j ust as my pumps , without water flowing through them , are no 
longer pumps ) ,  I real i z ed I would have to wa it a few hours , 
unt i l  Florence arrived at Abram ' s  house . The wake would last 
the ent ire night , maybe longer . No one would check the coffin 
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unt i l  morning . I sat on the edge o f  my bed , my market sack 
bes ide me : an inscrutable omen . I was thinking , hoping 
actua l l y ,  that Florence remembered the nge-nge . The nge-nge 
was a kind of medic ine man . Every village had one , and some 
st i l l  do . 
There are doctors now , heads of surgery in Bangui , but 
they are so scared of Africans with strange blood d iseases , 
of  Africans with viruses , they are incapable of practicing 
med ic ine . Chi ldren are not important to them because there are 
so many . The doctors forget they were ch i ldren once . There 
w i l l  always be chi ldren , they say . They are experts at keeping 
a professional distance and only rush in at the last moment 
when a pat ient is dead and someone needs to make it official . 
After that , they head straight for the showers . I have seen 
this happen . 
I brought a child to one of them once , a child sick with 
dehydration whose mother ,  a cattle herder from a v i l l age over 
sixty miles away , was too malnourished to carry the child a l l  
the way t o  the hospital . She had been walking for forty miles 
when I met her and offered to take the child the rest of the 
way . At the hospital in Bangui one of the doctors said to me : 
what makes this child so important , I am only one man . There 
isn ' t  enough formula for everyone , he told me , we have to take 
care of those who are al ready here . I stayed at the hospital 
for a week , slept in the lobby and ate rice cakes and wa ited 
for someone to help me because the nurses kept tell ing me : 
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someone will  help you , but right now we are extremely busy and 
as you can see , we do not have enough formula for everyone , 
we have to take care of those who were already here . 
When the child died I had to carry her for twelve miles , 
back to the mother who was staying with relatives in a nearby 
vil lage . She wouldn ' t  come out to greet me , or to take the 
dead chi l d .  Her relatives , making peanut o i l  in their 
courtyard when I disturbed them , took the child and told me : 
she is  so depressed , she won ' t  get up from the bed , she has 
slept for four days , but she has other chi ldren who need her , 
she will  get up soon , she won ' t  forget thi s .  
A nge-nge almost never touched a person who was s ick . 
Somet imes he did not even see them--a relative would relate 
the i l lness , but he would always prescribe a remedy : the 
burial of some obj ect in the ground , the stringing of glass 
beads , prayers , the payment to him of a hen or a goat , or of 
someone ' s  v irginity , i f  he was unscrupulous . Or perhaps he 
would recommend the burial of his payment , the hen or the 
goat , at a speci fic t ime and place , and in the middle of the 
night he would somehow gather these things so as not to appear 
too greedy . 
Nge-nges were more than j ust healers . They were also 
sorcerers . They could make people disappear or bring them back 
from where they were lost . They could help barren women bear 
ch ildren or take fert i l e  women and shrivel them up ins ide . 
They could take a person ' s  soul and place it into the heart 
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o f  a wol f ,  or a wild pig , and when that wol f  or pig was 
slaughtered , the hunter could be charged with murder , a nice 
l ittle trick . There were good nge-nges and there were corrupt 
nge-nges .  They could be bought and influenced , j ust l ike 
anyone . 
I have only read about these men , but I wondered i f  
Fl orence remembered nge-nges because her granddaughter had 
le ft her alone for days at a t ime , sometimes weeks , and i f  
Fl orence had a nge-nge she could say to him , tell me what to 
do to get my granddaughter to come home , an old woman l ike me 
needs someone to take care of her . But instead she s its in her 
house alone , saying to me when I stop by : what is happening 
to the world when granddaughters don ' t  come home to help the ir 
grandmothers pound the mil let , to chase the chickens out of 
the house , to f i l l  a pipe and then smoke it? If Florence 
needed a nge-nge , and I thought she did , I was going to 
accommodate her . 
I put my market sack around my neck and b iked to 
Florence ' s ,  Abram ' s  daughter nestled between my shoulder 
blades , no heavier than an Abyss in ian cat . No one was home . 
Only the one baobab tree was witness to my digging . Everyone 
had gone to the next v i l lage , mine and Abram ' s  v i l lage , to 
wa i l  if they were rel ated or j ust to cluck the ir tongues and 
shake the ir heads if they were not kin . 
Everything was violet because the sun was sett ing . Every 
shadow , mine and also my shovel ' s , was growing longer and 
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longer . The v iolet color refl ected on the roo f o f  Florence ' s  
house was going to turn a velvet red . I kept the l inen cloth 
wrapped around the body because I wanted the ground to know : 
this was something d i f ferent , not a yam , or the shrunken root 
of a tree . In order for Abram ' s  daughter to be accepted she 
had to be an obvious intrusion , a hidden j ewel ,  something 
shining , faintly , underneath the coarse dirt . 
I had foreseen a l l  of this . When I had awakened that 
morning and stretched my legs over the s ide of my bed , a l l  of 
this had al ready happened because I had decided . I had made 
a decis ion . When it was morning ,  f inal ly , I had l ooked out my 
window and nothing had changed . Nothing was ever going to 
change . 
Imagine my body bent over the newly turned dirt ,  my face 
re flect ing the bright orange color of my determination whi l e  
everything else goes black , my face hot with energy , with 
intent ( a  f ire in a grate ) , then redness ( the bl ood-red color 
f inal ly come ) , the night ' s  purple veins pul s ing along the 
outl ines of branches , along the curve of the road . 
Whi l e  I was hunched over , patt ing the dirt , sinking my 
pa lms into the soft earth , my shovel lay beside me and I was 
intoning my chant : "Kete molenge t i  Florence, mbeni ye t i  rna 
a yeke na da ti aita ti mo . Kete molenge t i  Fl orence, a kondo 
kwe a l ingbi t i  kiri na kodoro tiala mbeni la . Kete mol enge 
t i  Florence, mbeni ye t i  rna a yeke na da ti aita ti mo . A 
kondo kwe a l ingb i t i  kiri na kodoro tiala mbeni la . "  
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A l l  nge-nges have their chants . Mine loosely translates : 
" Granddaughter of Florence , there is something for you at your 
grandmother ' s  house . Granddaughter of Florence , a l l  chickens 
have to come home to roost at some t ime . Granddaughter of 
Florence , there is something for you at your grandmother ' s  
house . A l l  chickens have to come home to roost at some t ime . " 
When the coffin was l i fted in the morning , perhaps by 
Abram and one other man , it would seem too l ight and there 
would be rattl ing noises . Perhaps , in shock , they would drop 
the coffin unexpectedly . Or perhaps they would set it back 
down qu ickly and ask the women to leave the room for j ust a 
moment , but the women would not leave , they are too stubborn , 
and they would l i ft up the l id and see that there was no ch ild 
ins ide , only a few stones gathered from the edge of a dry 
riverbed . I would be in the room when this happened and act 
as horr i f ied as anyone . Some of the women would start wa i l ing 
again and saying , Al lah , Allah ,  Al lah . 
Yes , I came late to the wake , my hair untied and no shoes 
on , shiny granules of dirt ( rough diamonds)  under my 
fingerna i l s , but didn ' t  I buy the coffee and sugar and provide 
the money for that very same coffin and didn ' t  I cry , even 
wa i l , along with everyone else? But these people , my 
neighbors , they needed to know : nothing belongs to anyone-­
this is  the l esson I first learned from them . Perhaps I was 
mistaken--the sun here , so fierce , can make a person 
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unrecogni z able ,  inconsolable . The path home is obscured by the 
gl are . 
But I was hoping Abram would feel an indescribable loss , 
though his daughter , once dead , wasn ' t  his daughter anymore . 
Weren ' t  the stones the same thing--an oss i fied nothingness? 
But I hoped there was some pain for him st i l l , a sense of dark 
foreboding , a strong foul-sme l l ing wind . For Florence , upon 
returning home in a state of distress , the palms of her hands 
sore from so much clasping , I hoped her granddaughter was 
wa it ing for her . Because Florence has shown me some kindness . 
She has shown me her inf inite kindness . 
ALL THAT FOOD IN LIMBO 
" I f  a bl ight k i l l  not a tree , but it st i l l  bear fruit , 
l et none say that the fruit was in consequence of the 
b l ight . "  
--W i l l iam Blake 
When I z zy gets to the boardwa lk she thinks about turning 
back . Maybe he won ' t  remember her . It might be a l l  forgotten 
by him ,  but he ' s  a psychic , of course he ' l l remember her . She 
doesn ' t  need to worry . The past , l ives al ready l ived , are his 
specialty . If it ' s  water under the bridge he can reach in and 
pul l out the stones : the smal l ,  hidden , cal c i fied truths worn 
smooth by years of forgett ing and finally seized , fina l ly 
fingered , held . For I z zy ,  maybe he sei zed the wrong stone s ,  
he ' s  a n  o l d  man , but sti l l  she feels she owes him something . 
The o i l  from the fish she had brought for him is 
beginn ing to seep through the paper , smearing the black ink : 
somebody ' s  old news . She is  hoping he won ' t  notice where she 
has made the inc i s ion , or how she has carefully sewn the two 
pieces of s ilver skin back together .  Her fingers are sti l l  
sticky with iridescence , with fishy res idue . 
The beach is  deserted , l ittered with what the sea 
abandons in winter , carp skeletons picked clean by gul l s ,  
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broken shel l s ,  arthritic crabs scuttl ing through black 
seaweed . It is only at this t ime of year , in late December , 
when the wind helps the gray beach creep up over the gray 
boardwalk and into the empty arcades , and nothing is 
di scernible from anything else , that Sparrow can be found . 
Between the Skee-Ba l l  Palace and Ja z z  E l l a ' s  Soft 
Pretzels is  the red door , his doo r ,  the smal l  brass knob 
shaped l ike an egg , and the gold hand-pa inted l ettering above 
the weatherbeaten frame : " Lives Re-Told ! Pasts I l luminated ! 
Ghosts G iven Up ! Faith Restored ! $ 5 . 0 0 - $ 5 0 . 0 0 Per Session . " 
And in sma l l  script on the door itsel f :  " Sparrow , Proprietor . "  
When the sun sl ips out of its harness the sea begins to 
tug at everything around it , to pul l  what color is le ft out 
of the sky , the tal l  sea oats , the crouched buildings , but the 
red door is unmistakable , defiant , thick with borrowed l ight . 
I z zy sees the sma l l  brass knob turn , the door open . 
Sparrow , a sma l l  bent shadow of a man , thick white hair 
curl ing around his ears , steps outs ide to rol l a cigarette and 
to watch , to bear witness to the sun ' s  desertion . Each day , 
neatly ended l ike this , adds to his repertoi re .  This is  how 
I z zy ,  also a resident of the island , first met him a year ago . 
And now she has come back . Now she can pay what she owes . 
" I z zy ! " 
So he recogni z es her . 
" I z zy , " he says , smi l ing , "what ' s  happening with you? 
It ' s  been so l ong , a whole year . "  
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" I ' ve brought you something , "  she says . 
" Look at you , I z zy , " he says , suddenly d isconcerted . "You 
l ook different . There ' s  not as much of you as there used to 
be . "  
I z zy moves one leg ,  abstractly . She doesn ' t  want to say 
anything more . She doesn ' t  want to start a conversation , get 
tangled up in Sparrow ' s  concern , which always leads to coffee 
and stale pretzel s ,  a consul tat ion , a disinterment of old 
sorrows . Saying nothing , she holds out her package for him , 
a leaking , spo i l ing g i ft ,  a wet and salty prophecy of her own 
making . 
"You ' re so thin , I z , "  Sparrow says , wa lking towards her . 
"We l l - - . "  
" Too thin . "  
Imagine a woman , now thin , who used to be much larger , 
enormous rea l ly , a woman composed of rol l s  and bulges , a 
woman who had eaten her way through despa i r ,  who would fall 
into fitful sleep next to hal f-empty cartons of sour cream , 
hal f-eaten loaves of bread , hal f-gorged pans of man icott i ,  
dra ined bowls o f  cream-of-anything soup , her l ips glistening ,  
bloated . Imagine a woman , now thin , her yel l ow dress hanging 
on her shoulders l ike a slack piece of cloth , who used to be 
much larger . Her body was a burden to her , a foreign country 
she had been exiled to , and she was determined to chew her way 
out , to shed her skin l ike an old , forgotten coat . She 
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imagined her heart a s  a thick overdone pudding no one wanted 
to taste . She l ived alone . 
It was Jazz  E l la ' s  pretzels that had first brought I z zy 
to Sparrow , an accident . Last December , when Ja z z  E l l a  and 
everyone else had gone to the mainland for the winter , I z zy 
would drive to the boardwalk and lean with longing against 
Jazz  E l l a ' s  chrome counter . She would run her tongue along the 
ridges of the steel gate , along the cardboard s ign that read , 
" gone to guatemal a "  ( an ins ide j oke ) , imagining the flour and 
butter ins ide , the empty mixing bowl s ,  the shakers of salt , 
the j ars of mustard : a l l  that food in l imbo , a l l  that doughy 
heaven . 
The night she f i rst met Sparrow she had stayed too l ong . 
Her tongue was raw , her intestines lay coi led ins ide of her , 
tense with expectation . A l ine of purple l ight hovered over 
the black curve of the earth . Everything was waiting . Wa iting . 
" She ' l l be back , " he had said to her . 
She had j umped , one thick hand on her generous chest , her 
shoulders twitching , her ears echoing with the rasp of 
Sparrow ' s  match , his slow exhal ing , the scratch of the sea 
clawing its way up the beach . I z zy wasn ' t  used to people , to 
people talking to her . 
" She ' l l be back? " she said . 
"Jaz z  E l la , " he said . " She always comes back . Me , I ' m 
here a l l  the t ime . " 
"Me , too , " she had heard hersel f  saying . " Sort of . "  
" Did you ever hear her s ing? "  he asked her . 
"What? " 
Why is  he talking to me? she had thought . 
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"Ja z z  E l la--did you ever hear her when she used t o  sing? " 
" I  don ' t  think so . "  
"You ' d  remember i f  you had . " 
Sparrow recal led E l l a ' s  whiskey vibrato , her courageous 
forays into j az z ' s  darker s ide , the blues , the way her throat 
would tremble when she sang " Summertime , "  a song that held out 
a promise it couldn ' t  keep . I z zy l istened with only one ear , 
one hip , the rest of her l eaning into the dark , trying to 
leave . She only came to the boardwalk in the off-season , or 
at night , only when she was sure no one would see her , the 
s ight of a woman who could block out the sun caused a general 
kind of anxiety , but she was hungry and Sparrow invited her 
upstai rs , through the red doo r ,  for coffee and salted herring , 
and stale pretzels . Certain things can ' t  be refused . 
" E l l a  always g ives me her leftovers , "  Sparrow had 
expla ined . 
When they were both s itting down , coffee cups bal anced 
on thei r  laps , he had told her , " I  only see people in the off­
season . I don ' t  real ly advertise . That ' s  how you find the 
neediest people . "  
I z zy hadn ' t  known he was talking about her , that she was 
the needy person , that needy persons came to him l ike this , 
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hungry , unaware , a t ingl ing i n  thei r  tongues . What is  he 
talking about? she had thought , 1 icking the salt from her 
f ingers . 
I z zy had felt strangely comfortable in Sparrow ' s  
apartment which was cluttered with unthreatening things , brass 
reading l amps , several over- finished p ine end tables , as i f  
that was another bus iness of his , stacks of newspapers ,  sma l l  
yel l ow f i sh swimming in a bowl o n  top o f  a bookcase . The 
cha i rs they sat on were large and comfortable even though the 
brown l eather was cracking in places . There was an odor of 
cloves , and spearmint . 
"You ' re a psychic? " she had asked him . 
"Sort of , "  he told her , "but don ' t  ask me about the 
future . The future ' s  a mystery to me . The future could be any 
number of things , you know , depending on wh ich way you want 
it to go , but the past is something that has to be dealt with 
on its own terms . You might say I remember things for people , 
things that happened to them that they ' ve forgotten about . "  
" Like a psychiatrist . " 
" Oh no , I z zy , " Sparrow had said , l eaning towards her , 
l aughing , " not l ike a psychiatrist . They make you do a l l  the 
work . I j ust show people things , that ' s  a l l . You might think 
knowing someone ' s  past is no big deal , on an island l ike th is , 
but God gave me this g i ft ,  I don ' t  know , even in a person ' s  
past there are hidden things , lost things , things you don ' t  
even know you ' ve l ost to begin with . One day , you ' re a ch ild , 
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you ' re playing with marbles i n  the hallway o f  your house , you 
lose a marble under the stairwel l ,  or under a sofa , a cha i r ,  
another day you lose another marble , then you get older , you 
forget about the marbl es , you know? " 
"Not rea l ly , "  I z zy had said , leaning as far back in her 
cha i r  as possible . "Marbles ? "  
" Forget the marbles , "  h e  said . " I  know things , that ' s  
al l .  I know things about you , I z z y .  I know things about 
everyone who comes in here . "  
I z zy was suddenly terr i f ied , crumbs stuck in her throat , 
her knees locked together . She had eaten this man ' s  food , and 
now he was going to take something from her . Everything had 
a price . Someth ing was stuck in her throat . She began 
coughing . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow said , ris ing and taking her cup from her 
lap , slapping her back , "are you a l l  right? Can I get you some 
water? " 
Without waiting for an answer , Sparrow left the room and 
returned a few moments later with a glass of water .  I z zy had 
stopped coughing , was wiping her chin with the back of her 
hand . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow sa id , handing her the glass , " j ust relax . 
Drink the water , you ' l l be okay . "  
I z zy d idn ' t  know what he meant--what was " okay " ?  She had 
never been " okay , " she was sti l l  wiping dribbled spit from her 
chin , hitting her chest with her fist . She took the glass of 
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water , drank greedily , sloppily . Sparrow was sitt ing down 
again , was observing her quietly , intently . 
" I  should go now , " I z zy said , her coughing subs ided , but 
she d idn ' t  stand up . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow said , "you don ' t  have to go , rea l ly . I ' d 
l ike you to stay , please . There ' s  nothing to be upset about , 
so I know some things--b ig deal . "  
" I z zy , " Sparrow cont inued , his legs apart , his hands on 
his knees , leaning forward aga in , "what are you a fra id of? 
I t ' s  a bless ing you showed up here , real ly--a good omen is  
what it is . What are you a fraid of? " 
Plac ing her glass on the table in front of her , I z zy had 
felt unusual ly serene , placid as st i l l  water .  So she was in 
this man ' s  apartment and he knew something about her , the 
island was smal l ,  but what could he know? What could he real ly 
know? It woul d  be easy to leave . 
"Mr . Sparrow , I really think-- . "  
" Sparrow , I z z y ,  j ust Sparrow . It was my grandfather ' s  
name . "  
" Sparrow , " she had said , " I  should rea l ly go . I . . .  I don ' t  
know what I was thinking . It ' s  late . " 
" I z zy , " Sparrow had said , "what is  late? Late for what? 
Look , I z z y ,  I don ' t  want to mislead you . No one ends up 
anywhere by mistake . You ' re here , and I have something to tel l  
you . I ' m no fortune tel ler , sure . I never knew i f  you ' d  come 
here or not , but you ' re here . I ' m a patient man , you ' re 
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anxious . Stil l , what I have t o  tel l  you , i t  can wa it , it can 
wa it a l ong t ime . I know a lot of stories--some people never 
come here , never make it here . "  
Stories , I z zy had thought . Story was not a word she had 
ever associated with her l i fe , a l i fe she felt was more random 
c ircumstance than carefully plotted event , though she knew the 
world was always constructing plots , always sett ing snares , 
and that was why she never went out , not i f  she could help it . 
That was why she stayed indoors during the day , peered at the 
mai lman through the shutters as he carefully placed her 
letters , j unk ma i l , b i l l s , her monthly wel fare check , into the 
black box screwed to the p ink aluminum siding of her house . 
She would wait for him to l eave , then venture out , cautiously . 
The world was always bringing her things , trying to lure her 
out , she was sure , to catch her in dayl ight , to see the sun 
fal l  on her l ike a spot l ight . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow had said , bringing her back from where 
she was lost , " I  know why you eat so much , I z zy .  You can ' t  
stand yoursel f .  You think you could have saved your mother ' s  
l i fe? You were only a child anyway . Only a child . "  
" I  know a l l  that stuff al ready , "  she said , wanting him 
to stop . She imagined herself standing up and leaving , 
quickly , as quickly as she could , but she rema ined where she 
was . She couldn ' t  stand up . She couldn ' t  think of what else 
to say , how to say , stop , 
wasn ' t  used to people , 
I don ' t  want to hear anymore . She 
to people talking to her , to 
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conversation of any kind . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow said , " some things you don ' t  know . Maybe 
I can help you . Do you remember?--you were only twelve and 
when your stepfather came home he was so drunk , he was always 
that way , but that night was different . He was so angry that 
n ight , yel l ing at your mother to stay out of his way , but your 
mother wouldn ' t  leave the kitchen or let him get by , 
remember? " 
She remembered . 
"Maybe you d idn ' t  understand , "  Sparrow continued , "you 
were too young , but your mother , she ' d  had enough . She told 
him he wasn ' t  going to stay in her house anymore , not l ike 
that , not drunk every n ight and swinging his f ists at her . " 
I z zy remembered the kni fe first , the way her step father 
had pul led it out of his boot , her mother pressed up aga inst 
the stove . She remembered the way the bl ood had rushed out of 
her mother ' s  throat , staining her white dress a dark red , the 
color of the apples s itt ing in a bowl on the kitchen table . 
She remembered the way her mother fell to the floor , 
l istlessly , l ike a woman fall ing asl eep . 
"Okay , " Sparrow sa id , " so you ran outs ide , so what? What 
else could you have done? That pile of stones you l eft on the 
back stoop--you knocked them over , they went flying a l l  over 
the steps when you pushed open the screen door so hard , you 
forgot they were there , I know . You went and hid in your 
mother ' s  car .  
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" Sure , your stepfather was drunk, everyone said he 
couldn ' t  see stra ight , he j ust tripped down the steps , then 
bam , " Sparrow hit the table in front of him for effect , "he 
hits his head , he never gets up aga in and it ' s  j ust as wel l ,  
a man who ki l l s  his wife l ike that should burn in hel l , but 
that ' s  not everything , I z zy . " 
I z zy could feel her na i l s  pressed into the palm o f  her 
hand , her l i fe being peeled open , s l i ced into . How could that 
not be everything? Her mouth was dry : a p ink , wrinkled desert . 
Yes , the island was smal l ,  but who told this man , this Sparrow 
she had never seen before , never even heard of? 
11 I f  i t  weren 1 t for the stones , 11 Sparrow told her , 11 i f  you 
hadn ' t  l e ft them there for him to trip over , he would have 
made it down those steps and he was heading straight for 
Oyster ,  he didn ' t  have any shame , your stepfather . Remember 
Oyster ,  your old basset hound? He was your mother ' s  favorite . 
Mr . Oyster , she always cal l ed him , my sweet Mr . Oyster . "  
I z zy remembered how her mother had found Oyster ,  how she 
had told her stepfather one evening that she had been out 
walking and the dog had been l e ft on the f i shing p ier by some 
heartless f i sherman , abandoned it seemed , that she had found 
the dog asleep on a pile of blue mussel s ,  fl ies buz z ing around 
his head , how she couldn ' t  leave the dog there a l l  by himself 
with no one to take care o f  him . Her stepfather had taken his 
beer bottl e  and swung it at her mother--s ince when do you go 
out walking alone , he had said , the bottle cracking against 
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her mother ' s  j aw ,  the beer sp i l l ing t o  the floor , the dog 
standing underneath the kitchen table , wagging his brown ta i l . 
" Your stepfather couldn ' t  stand that dog , " Sparrow had 
said , bringing I z zy back to hersel f .  " St inky , he always cal led 
him , Mr . Stinkbreath . He had so much anger in him , I z zy .  He 
was go ing to stab oyster right through the throat , over and 
over aga i n ,  i f  he ' d  had the chance . Why don ' t  you give 
yourse l f  a break now? Anyway , you ' re forty years old . You hold 
on to grief too long , I z zy ,  it starts to b ite back . Anyway , 
the dead--they stay that way , but we have to keep l iv ing , 
I z zy .  We have to keep going . " 
I z zy st i l l  didn ' t  know what to say . She was wa it ing , 
wa iting for the rest of the story . So the dead stayed dead ; 
she knew that already . There had to be something else , 
something more . But Sparrow had leaned back in his cha i r ,  had 
folded his arms aga inst his chest as if there were nothing 
else . 
" It doesn ' t  seem l ike much , "  she finally said . "A dog . " 
" It ' s  more than you think , " Sparrow told her . "Mrs . Olin 
came and got Oyster from the pound , remember? He l ived with 
her a l ong t ime , chased her cat and slept next to her wash ing 
machine . For a dog , it was a good l i fe . " 
" I ' m  supposed to be happy because of a dog? " She was 
beginning to feel swindled , indignant . 
"A dog isn ' t  nothing , I z z y .  A dog has a l i fe , j ust l ike 
us , a l i fe that has to be l ived , happily or unhapp i ly . Anyway , 
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your mother l oved that dog . " 
But I z zy hadn ' t  l oved the dog . She hadn ' t  rea l ly loved 
it the way her mother had loved it . The dog had been an 
interloper , an intruder , a thief of her mother ' s  a f fections . 
He had slept at the foot of her mother ' s  bed in the 
a fternoons , been petted and cooed at , fussed over , except in 
the evenings when I z zy • s  stepfather would come home and then 
the dog was banished to the backyard . At night I z zy would 
sometimes hear him on the porch , scratching the wal l  
underneath her mother 1 s bedroom window , whimpering . Dur ing the 
day he padded through the house on four sl ippered feet and 
cheated her out of everything . 
When they had come to take the dog away , to take it to 
the pound , to see i f  anyone would want it , would want to take 
care of it , I z zy had thought they were coming for her . She 
hadn ' t  cared about the dog . She had wondered why no one was 
coming to get her , why she was be ing left in the back of her 
mother ' s  Chevrolet , pol ice s i rens howl ing towards the house , 
men sl amming car doors and running a fter the dog , pushing 
through the neighbors into the house , p icking up her 
stepfather ' s  heavy body and swinging him onto a stretcher , his 
spine as l oose as a piece of rope , her mother splayed on the 
floor next to the stove , everyone ignoring her , the one 
survivor . 
Who said she had wanted her stepfather to die , to knock 
himsel f  out and go to hel l ?  Sparrow couldn ' t  have understood , 
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but whi l e  her mother had been terri f ied by her step father , 
then fed up , f inal ly angry , not caring what happened to her , 
I z zy had been secretly thri l led by her stepfather 1 s brute 
anger , by his violent and whiskey- f i l l ed tempers . Her mother , 
depressed because she had married the wrong man , again , had 
mostly ignored I z z y ,  had sat at the kitchen table with her 
head in her hands , or j ust never got out of bed , laid in bed 
and nursed her bruises with gin-and-tonics , had cons idered 
I z zy inconsequential , never asked her why she wasn 1 t in 
school , why she was always in the back d igging holes and 
stacking rocks , the whole yard a kind of potter ' s  field . 
When I z zy ' s  stepfather would come home and stand over 
her , drunk and incoherent , usua l ly upset because she was 
blocking his reel ing path , his bel l owing down at her had made 
her pores t ingle , had made her bones v ibrate and knock 
together . His rage was a kind of love , the only l ove she knew , 
and she knew it was love because it f i l led her up . I t  made her 
tremble . And there were other ways he f i l led her up , stumbl ing 
into her room late at night , bloated with something he had to 
g ive her . There were many other ways , terrible ways . But at 
least she was something to somebody . 
So Sparrow was a kind o f  fraud , a nice enough man , but 
wrong , so very wrong . What could he know , this old man who 
l ived alone , about love , about what a person needed to know 
in order to be happy? I z zy d idn ' t  see how he could ever real ly 
know : the manner in which she had been loved , how much she 
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stil l  needed that , and hated hersel f  for needing that . Her 
mother had been nothing to her , another fraud , an imposter in 
ultrasuede , beaut i ful in her own aloof way , but so unfit , so 
unfit for anything . 
The dog had been insuffic ient , j ust one more reminder of 
how everything had turned out badly . The dog had been happy . 
This was the way l i fe worked--the dog got the best of it . 
Unless Sparrow could conj ure up sp irits , bring her stepfather 
back from the dead , from the Hel l  Sparrow had rel egated him 
to , unless her stepfather loomed over her , once more , large 
and unsteady , to let her go , to explain how his love was the 
wrong kind of l ove , an error in j udgement , a soggy mi stake , 
the past would remain unexplained , unal terable , i l legible , a 
scrawl . 
But I z zy had found something out , something she needed 
to know , that the past , anyone ' s  past , was f i l l ed with hinges 
and hasps , wel l-oiled secrets anyone could pry open , at least 
part of the way . I z zy knew debts , even questionable ones , had 
to be paid . 
"How much do I owe you? " she had asked Sparrow . 
" Oh please , I z zy , " he had said to her . " Don ' t  be s i l ly . " 
S o  now a year has gone by and I z zy is  whittled down , 
reduced . She has brought Sparrow a g i ft , a fish from T i l l ie ' s  
Market , a turbot pregnant with her mother ' s  pearl neckl ace , 
fake , which she has sewn up ins ide . She wants Sparrow to be 
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surprised . She wants something from her past t o  get stuck in 
his teeth , in his throat , something which isn ' t  what it 
appears to be , shiny as money , but worthless as dirt . She 
doesn ' t  hate Sparrow , he tried to help her , she j ust wants him 
to know--what it feels l ike . 
Be fore , when she hadn ' t  known about Oyster or her 
step father in Hel l , how she had saved her mother ' s  dog from 
drowning in his own blood , she had only wanted to step out o f  
her thick ski n ,  t o  b e  pushed u p  out of i t ,  l eaving it behind 
her l ike an old coat whi l e  she sl ipped away , unnoticed , out 
to the sea , her bones cutting through the green water with 
s i l ent grace . She ' d  swim and swim unt i l  the hori z on ate up 
what was l e ft of her . She ' d  eat , and be eaten , and everything 
would make sense , how some people end up in the wrong body , 
the wrong place , how it ' s  necessary somet imes to refuse the 
assignment . They ' d  f ind her discarded skin , the l oins and 
chops of it , and no one would know it was her , she would seem 
so deflated . She ' d  be a miss ing person , an expatriate . 
Now she ' s  a fraid of letting anything in , o f  what it would 
take to b i l l ow up out o f  hersel f ,  how she would have to infect 
hersel f  f irst . She doesn ' t  know what ' s  in the meat she buys 
at the market , where it comes from , who yanked it from its 
bones , carved it into cutlets and thighs , fl anks and 
shoulders . She doesn ' t  know what misery might l ie on her 
plate , roasted and inconsolable , waiting only for the right 
moment to reveal itsel f .  
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Sometimes , when she ' s  walking , anywhere , anywhere to get 
away from a l l  the things that want to crawl inside of her and 
confess thei r  despa i r ,  she ' 1 1  feel the urge to get ins ide 
someone ' s  car ,  anyone ' s ,  to l ie down in the back . She imagines 
being found hours later , someone opening the car door and 
saying , "You can come out now . It ' s  okay now , you can come 
out . "  That was the only time in her l i fe she had felt safe , 
when they had f inal ly found her in her mother ' s  car ,  when they 
had told her it was okay . But it hadn ' t  been okay . So now a 
year has gone by , and I z zy is  whittled down , reduced . 
" I z zy , " Sparrow says to her , crushing his c igarette under 
his heel , " l et ' s  go in and have some coffee . You l ook tired . "  
" I  rea l ly can ' t  stay , " she says . " I  j ust wanted to bring 
you something . "  
"One cup of coffee , I z z y .  Whatever it is , bring it 
ins ide . You don ' t  l ook so good to me . "  
I z zy feels so weak she doesn ' t  know how to protest . She 
thinks : one cup of coffee , that ' s  a l l , I can ' t  stay here . She 
fol l ows Sparrow upsta irs . He takes her damp g i ft into the 
kitchen and tel l s  her to sit down , to relax . He asks her why 
she ' s  so thin , over and over : why so thin , I z , why? 
" I  don ' t  know , Sparrow , " she says . " I ' m  okay , anyway , 
you ' re the psychic . " 
Sparrow doesn ' t  answer , but I z zy can hear him in the 
kitchen unwrapping the newspaper , the water running . She 
doesn ' t  know how long it is before Sparrow comes back out and 
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s i t s  down bes ide her . 
" I z zy , " he says , taking one of her thin hands , stroking 
her gaunt knuckles , " I  don ' t  understand . Some things I don ' t  
understand . "  
" I ' m  okay , "  she says . " Don ' t  worry about me . "  
" How about i f  I cook the fish? " Sparrow asks her . " I ' l l 
cook the fish and we ' l l eat it together .  I ' m a good cook , I z , 
you ' l l l ove it . It won ' t  be fancy , j ust plain fried fish , 
maybe some garl i c ,  some bas i l . "  
" I  can ' t ,  Sparrow , rea l ly . I j ust wanted you to have it . "  
I z zy closes her eyes and leans her head back on the 
cha i r .  She is so tired , she couldn ' t  poss ibly eat anything ,  
not the fish , she has to l eave be fore he cooks the fish , she 
knows she shouldn ' t  fal l  asleep , not here , but maybe she wi l l . 
Sparrow watches her arms and f ingers go l imp , her hand s l ip 
out of his . He bends over to kiss her forehead , her neck . 
There are other ways to find things that are l ost , but he has 
to hurry . There is only so much t ime a person can steal , carry 
off . 
When I z zy wakes up Sparrow ' s  white head is  nestled 
between her thighs , her dress pushed up around her wa ist . A 
warm sensation ,  a ticking in her veins , is moving from her 
shoulders to the soles of her feet , through her knees . She 
feels d i z zy , drugged . Sparrow ' s  tongue is ins ide her , moving 
hesitantly , searching--for what? Time passes , she doesn ' t  know 
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how long they have been together l ike th is , Sparrow ' s  coarse 
hands grasping her narrow hips , kneading her wa ist . 
She feels a tugging between her legs , a dul l  pain below 
her kidneys , a scraping in her uterus . For the first time she 
feels as i f  she is stand ing outs ide of her body , watch ing 
everyth ing . She feels a vague exc itement , some kind of 
expectancy , hope , moving through her body l ike the hands of 
a c l ock : turning , descending , turning , descending . Sparrow 
pul l s  something out of her into his mouth , a roe of lust 
c l i cking over his teeth . With each click ,  her body trembles . 
It is  her mother ' s  necklace , each fake pearl gl isten ing with 
his sal iva , that he has taken out of her . 
Sparrow stands up , awkwardly , his mouth ful l , but still 
he can say , 
" I ' m  not too old yet to make a l ittle magic . "  
I z zy is  unable to say anyth ing--aga i n .  The neckl ace . 
Ins ide o f  her . She is suddenly hungry , so hungry she thinks 
she could eat the ent ire fish now ly ing on Sparrow ' s  kitchen 
table , its stitches undone , its wound reopened , its g i l l s  
moving , fluttering , up , then down , shuddering with desi re , 
with the anticipation of the ir teeth , Sparrow ' s  and I z zy ' s  
teeth , tearing gently through its skin , its bl anched f l esh , 
its lungs , its heart . 
DIOGENES ' NOTES 
Oh Diogenes , great and benevolent patron of burned and 
forgotten cit ies , of c it ies reduced to red ash where men 
wander for days searching for some evidence of a former home 
( once scorned and now lamented ) , we beseech you . Oh Diogenes , 
bl essed and beneficent protector of change-beggars ( only now 
there is no change to beg , no people to accost ) , we ask you 
to hear our humbl e  prayer . We have gathered wood for you , 
Diogenes , singed floorboards and pieces of once- favorite 
benches , and we have made a f ire in your honor . In our 
overcoats ( tattered ) , wearing our finger-less gloves , we rub 
our hands over the flames crackl ing your name . Oh Diogene s ,  
we beseech you : hear our prayer . Whi l e  w e  were foraging , 
rummag ing through once-pink bodies ( now bl ack and bubbl ing 
from atomic heat ) for some sign of sustenance , we found these 
notes ( down in the caves where the tra in tracks sti l l  gleam 
and the sulphur sti l l  smells so sweet--oh sweet , holy 
incense ! ) ,  and oh Diogenes , we do not know what they mean . 
Here is  a man who knew the s igns in the sand and l oved the 
FISHGOD as we l ove the FISHGOD,  but oh Diogenes , great and 
merci ful God , God of the change-beggars and the men who own 
nothing except one rough cloak , sha l l  we keep these notes? 
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Sha l l  we pass them from man to man (when men return ) , memorize 
them unt i l  the ir words are burned into our hearts , eat each 
scrap of paper as i f  it were the blessed wa fer , and hunger for 
nothing else? Oh Diogenes , are these notes sacred , your holy 
apocrypha , or is it j ust the dead taunting us with the ir 
misery? 
Because there are many voices in my head , many inquisitors ; 
because they a l l  demand of me one thing : a RECORD , a RECORD , 
they chant ; because they say to me , i f  you cannot answer our 
questions , at least l eave us notes , something to ponder , 
something to mul l  over ; because I do not know i f  it will  help , 
but do not want to displease this clamor in my brain , I ' ve 
found some graysticks ( FORBIDDEN ! )  to write with and have 
pul l ed handkerch iefs out of the breast pockets of l ong-dead 
bankers ( the first ones to be crossfixed , and WE WERE NOT 
SORRY ) . 
I f  we must stand on ceremony , let me introduce mysel f .  I am 
nobody and everybody , the wandering Jew fina l ly come home , the 
prodigal son , the corner statesman , the wise fool , the holy 
mendicant taking bread in exchange for a bless ing , a 
benediction . I f  I were to be given a name , one fami l iar to 
you , it would be street person , layabout , beggar , pariah , 
leech , moocher ,  bum . But I have never been named , not 
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o ff icially . N o  mother o r  father ever loomed over me in a crib 
or t ickled me under my chin . I never had the privilege of 
l icking porridge from the s ides of a bowl , of hearing grown­
ups say , " Look at what Johnny-boy is doing now . " 
I have always l ived on one street or another , in this or that 
a l l ey ,  around some corner . Stones are my p i l l ows , gutters my 
pi ssoir .  I can o ften be found smirking over the top o f  a brown 
bott l e , my l ips wet and twitching . For the f irst three years 
of my l i fe ,  I was ra ised by stray cats , fat gray tabbies who 
suckled me and boxed my ears when I needed it . 
Cal l  these notes . 
I am one of the Cynics ( YES I AM) . Not a l l  men are deemed so 
worthy . There are only f ive of us : Nik , Thomas , Paul , me and 
Bob ( that ' s  BOB spel led backwards , a testament to his si lent 
constancy--backwards or forwards , BOB is BOB) . You could say 
Nik is our l eader (NIK=LEADER/LEADER= NIK--this is what one 
MIGHT say ) , but we don ' t  bel ieve in leaders . No man can tel l  
another man what is  right o r  wrong for him--this is  one o f  our 
tenets . But Nik o ften starts the d iscussions . I f  there is such 
a thing as wisdom , Nik has been allowed to chew off some of 
it . Nik speaks in epithets , in aphorisms--there is  no t ime now 
for lengthy exegesis . Nik says (NIK SAYS ! )  that a man 
crossf ixed as a heretic in one century is a celebrity in the 
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next . N i k  says ( N I K  SAYS ! )  that God ' s  body wouldn ' t  b e  wafer 
and wine in our t ime , but roasted pork ribs instead , covered 
in hot sauce . Nik is j ust teas ing (NIK TEASES ! )  because a l l  
w e  have now are beans , rat ioned weekly , scooped out o f  tin 
cans w ith our f ingers and eaten col d .  There is  no more fire . 
The boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) have taken a l l  of the fire away , 
have hauled o f f  a l l  o f  the holy & once-perpetual KENMORE 4 -
BURNERS and the sacred & blessed JENN-AIRS , strapped them onto 
carts with bungee cords and beat the horses unti l  they took 
off running , gal l oping through black smoke ( everything on 
FIRE--but now : no more fire ) . 
Cynics don ' t  wear shoes ( on PRINCIPLE ) . Our suits , shiny from 
the skins of gray sharks , we found behind the meathouse on 
4 4th Street . The meathouse--that ' s  our name for the warehouse 
the boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) bui l t ,  where the bodies are kept 
in piles ( l ike logs ) , a l l  wa iting for boats ( NOW IT IS AUTUMN 
AND THE FALLING FRUIT AND THE LONG JOURNEY TOWARDS OBLIVION , 
THE APPLES FALLING LIKE GREAT DROPS OF DEW TO BRUISE 
THEMSELVES AND EXIT FROM THEMSELVES AND IT I S  TIME TO GO , TO 
BID FAREWELL TO ONE ' S  OWN SELF AND FIND AN EXIT FROM THE 
FALLEN SELF , HAVE YOU BUILT YOUR SHIP OF DEATH , O !  HAVE YOU? 
O !  BUI LD YOUR SHIP OF DEATH , FOR YOU WILL NEED I T ,  THE GRIM 
FROST IS AT HAND WHEN THE APPLES WILL FALL THI CK , ALMOST 
THUNDEROUS , ON THE HARDENED EARTH , AND DEATH IS ON THE AIR 
LIKE A SMELL OF ASHES ! O !  CAN ' T  YOU SMELL IT? ) . I could show 
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you so many stiff people , a l l  sprout ing daisies out of the ir 
noses , they ' ve been wa iting so long . Our viruses are not 
choosy , only voracious . Nothing decays neatly anymore , the air 
is  so fetid . What is  autumn?--something I read about in a poem 
( 0 !  BUI LD YOUR SHIP OF DEATH O !  BUILD IT ! ) ,  something I 
remember from the old c ity . 
What is  that French saying?--the more things change , the more 
they stay the same? C ' est la meme something something 
something? 
Do we Cynics care where our clothing has last been draped? 
( NO ! ) It is our duty to show no concern over apparel , over 
appearances of any kind . Al so , it keeps most people a good 
distance away from us ( the ODOR is not agreeab l e )  . In case any 
are not aware of our stature ( our privileged pos ition) and 
venture too closely , we s imply spit on them . We love to spit . 
We carry l ong metal p ipes for bashing in heads . We are old , 
my four friends and I ,  and we are often accosted by those 
hungry for more than their allotted share of chi l lweed : the 
sacred v i s ion-making l eaf the boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) dole 
out to us weekly in sma l l  packets , crushed to a f ine white 
powder .  When we converse behind the meathouse ( our regular 
meeting place) we lean on our p ipes , as i f  to say : we lean on 
our strength . We do not eat the crushed leaf (we throw it in 
the gutter and piss on it when no one else is l ooking ) . We are 
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wary of other men ' s  vis ions . 
A l ong t ime ago they used to say : the one thing THEY can ' t  
take away from you is your sanity . Times have changed . The 
chi l lweed is insanity (white haze , manufactured ennui ) :  this 
is  why we Cynics piss on the chil lweed and drink whiskey 
( secretly , care fully , smuggled in from a NEWTOWN cl ose to an 
old dist i l l ery--casks and casks sti l l  under the ground , 
undiscovered ) . We ' re not adverse to numbing our brains , to 
having visions--we j ust l ike to do it on our own terms . 
As Cynics we take a l l  of  our comfort from Diogenes , the 
barefoot phi losopher of 4 th-century Greece who , when 
introduced to Alexander the Great ( supposedly a great honor ) , 
asked him to get out of his l ight (ALEXANDER , WHOEVER YOU ARE , 
I DON ' T  CARE , YOU ARE BLOCKING MY LIGHT ! ) .  Ha l --that ' s  a good 
one . We wear our gray beards l ong and tangled , and sleep on 
cardboard in the middle of the street--any street will  do . We 
are old men , and often accosted , but Nik says (NIK SAYS ! )  that 
in the face of God , we are a l l  spring vegetables , supple and 
green and ful l  of pure water . The only things that come near 
us at night ( other than BOYS ) are the aphids wh ich crawl 
through our bare toes and burrow into our pores , hang in 
groups from the ends of our beards . Now that there are no more 
harvests , the aphids have no green stalks to chew and chew on 
us instead . When the boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) come by to check 
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o n  us , t o  poke u s  with the long black barrels of the ir black 
guns , I always pray , DEAR GOD THEY CAN HAVE MY APHIDS , PLEASE 
GOD GIVE THEM MY APHIDS . We do not eat the crushed lea f .  
Whi l e  we sleep , are we afraid that someone will  run over us? 
(NO ! ) Who has seen a car or truck in the last ten years? Only 
the train runs now ( one train)  and it runs for reasons no one 
can fathom . In the evenings we can hear it racing underground , 
wheels screaming , whooshing , a s i lver worm at work in the 
night . Perhaps it isn ' t  always the same train , but it is  
always the same racket , the same clatter of metal hitting 
metal . The boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) are always up to 
something , always busy . Everyone dreams of the train . At night 
you can hear the tra in whistl ing through everyone ' s  head , 
snaking into that part of us that vaguely reca l l s  some other 
pl ace , some amber f ield , hawks circl ing . Everyone wants to get 
on the tra in and go somewhere ( fast ) , but this is not al lowed . 
No one is  a l l owed to leave . For a l l  intents ( and purposes ) ,  
we are conf ined here ( j ailed ,  i f  you wil l )  . 
Perhaps you think , for a bum ( YOU would say FOR A BUM) I speak 
too eloquently , and yet if I were to say to you ( i f I were to 
say ) , tel l  me your story , tel l  me what you know , the words 
would catch in your throat , you would begin to stutter ( to 
stut-stut-stut-stutter ) .  In  our hi story , yours and mine ( for 
we are not-so-distant cousins ) ,  there are many stories and 
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many tell ers , but there is only one TRUETELLER . I f  that 
TRUETELLER were to rise from a heap of rott ing garbage , from 
the rinds of apples and the yel low skins of chickens , would 
you chal lenge him? Of course you would chal l enge him--you 
would cross fix him if you could . But on what grounds? 
Paul has dec ided to start keeping his bean rat ions in his 
beard . He told us this at our last meet ing . Every Thursday 
behind the meathouse we meet : the Cynics-of-the-2 1st-century­
NO-LADIES-ALLOWED-downtown-club . Nik brings the whiskey , one 
bott l e ,  8 0  proo f ,  passed from man to man ( some things never 
change , though there are no longer f ires in the cans) . 
S o  Paul is  going to start storing his bean rat ions in his 
beard . "And the reason for storing your rations in your 
beard? " (NIK ASKED ! )  " So no one can take my beans , "  Paul 
answered . Tom said , " But everyone gets beans ! Everyone gets 
the SAME AMOUNT OF THE SAME LOUSY BEANS ! No one WANTS your 
beans ! "  Tom is always exasperated , always want ing to start an 
argument , always doubt ing good intent ions ( and bas ica l ly 
doesn ' t  l ike Paul ) . Nik is the calm one , always choos ing his 
words carefully , rol l ing them around on his tongue l ike pieces 
of ice ( which we miss terribly--ice , that i s ) . "As hard as 
this may be to bel ieve , " Paul said , very slowly , "Some people 
WANT MORE BEANS THAN THEY GET . " 0 !  Diogenes , our 
mentor and inspiration , sage phi losopher who preached aga inst 
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material possessions , how you would have agreed ! Diogenes once 
said , " LOOK AT ME , I AM WITHOUT A HOME , WITHOUT A CITY , 
WITHOUT PROPERTY , WITHOUT A SLAVE ; I SLEEP ON THE GROUND ; I 
HAVE NEITHER WIFE NOR CHILDREN , NO MISERABLE GOVERNOR ' S  
MANS ION , BUT ONLY EARTH AND SKY , AND ONE ROUGH CLOAK . YET WHAT 
DO I LACK? AM I NOT FREE FROM PAIN AND FEAR , AM I NOT FREE? " 
Diogenes l ived in a discarded bathtub . In honor of him ( 0 !  
sage phi losopher ! )  we cultivate idleness , indifference , 
rudeness and apathy . Our da i ly labor cons ists of nurturing 
these qual ities within ourselves . We have become quite 
excel l ent spitters . 
"How is  i t , " Tom said , " that Diogenes was able to sustain 
himsel f  if he hung out a l l  day in the middle of the street , 
IN A BATHTU B ,  and never pursued a vocat ion and never took 
anything from anybody? " AND ( Tom said , in case anyone thought 
he was finished ) , "he did not have bean rat ions ! "  
We were stumped . 
YOU may wel l  wonder : where are these Cynics ( ? ) , these old and 
ind i f ferent men , what is  it l ike there ( ? ) , who is  this man 
without a name ( ? ) , am I being spoken to from the past ( ? ) , the 
future ( ? )  HA ! --the past , of course , it w i l l  always be the past 
which speaks to you . The future will  never have anything to 
say to you . The future is nothing but a prec ipice , a c l i f f , 
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a long bl ack hose sucking u s  a l l  al ong some pol ished track , 
nibbl ing our toes . The future has no voice , no language , only 
the sound of metal on metal , a high screeching wh ine , an 
inarticulate WHOOSH ! When you hear the sound that wind makes , 
slow but furious , banging a l l  the doors shut (whack ! wham ! 
whack ! ) :  that ' s  the future . It may sound pl easant at first 
( the soothing rustl ing of branches ) ,  but l isten to me ( I  am 
your ancestor , your wino father--! piss on the ch i l lweed for 
YOU ) : the future has no form , no shape , no mercy , no 
survivors , BUT IT IS IRREVOCABLE ( 0 !  BUILD YOUR SHI P !  O !  BUILD 
IT ! ) .  Do not be fooled by a l l  those books which say , "We went 
to the future and this is what we saw : we saw towers , gold and 
s i lver , gleaming in the l ight of three suns ; we saw men and 
women , seven feet tal l ,  freely embracing in the streets ; we 
saw chi ldren , a l l  bl ond , s itting on top of pink marble 
columns , dispens ing j ustice . "  I t  is  a l i e  (NO ONE HAS BEEN 
THERE ) . Speculation is a sin , pride ' s  brother , but ( BUT ) : the 
future will  come . Do not be unprepared ( O !  BUILD YOUR SHI P !  
0 !  BUILD I T ,  FOR YOU WILL NEED IT ! ) .  
Often , when I ' m torn between cold Cynicism ( o f  the highest 
order) and an aching for l ove (a terrible weaknes s ) , I recite 
my old lessons ; I re- f inger the abacus of grief taught me when 
I was a child of the alleys , a hanger-on of the men of the oil  
drum fires . These men , the ir faces always black with smoke , 
the ir fingerna i l s  dirty ( BLACK) , gave me my only instruct ion , 
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taught me everything they had learned in schools ( before the 
BURNINGS ) .  They were scholars- in-hiding , the ir blue-and-gray­
striped ties left behind , their notes shredded , thei r  faces 
greased to avoid recognition . Carnage , they told me , was an 
old currency , but it was being re-minted , thrown back into the 
forge and melted down , re-shaped . Love is imposs ible , they 
told me--after carnage , there is nothing left to l ove , but we 
will  tell you stories ( they told me ) , we will  tel l  you about 
Rome and Carthage , about Thermopylae and Agincourt , about 
Gal l ipol i and Vietnam , a l l  the places where carnage reigned 
and love suf fered . They told me that no matter what the 
carnage , as l ong as some bones were st i l l  connected ( ba l l  in 
socket ) , there was a story to be told , and i f  there was a 
story to be told , it had to be knitted , care fully , into the 
shape of a road and that road had to be fol l owed--it was the 
only way out . In the midst of carnage , they told me , stories 
were the only places with exits . 
The scholars- in-hiding told me , ONCE WE WERE STUDENTS AND 
TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS AND WHEN THE CARNAGE CAME WE WERE READY 
FOR IT ( pass ing the whiskey bottle from man to man , coughing 
into hands white from the cold--when there was sti l l  cold ) . 
ONCE WE WERE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS AND WHEN THE 
CARNAGE CAME WE HAD BEEN KNITTING , WE HAD BEEN KNITTING A ROAD 
FOR MONTHS AND IT WAS ALMOST READY , WE HAD TO FOLLOW THE ROAD 
THAT WAS ALMOST FINISHED BUT WASN ' T  FINISHED ( so instead of 
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ending up in trees , recl ined o n  the wide branches of  anc ient 
fruit trees , eat ing golden apples on an is land beyond the sun , 
expatriates , they ended up in the City , the C ity of Gold and 
S i lver Towers where Men and Women , Etc . : my black- faced 
teachers , my fathers , my recently crossf ixed brothers ) . Often 
they would chastise themselves : MEN USED TO SET THEMSELVES ON 
FIRE WHEN CARNAGE CAME , BUT WE HIDE HERE LIKE COWARDS AND 
DRINK OURSELVES INTO OBLIVION . 
I have only one story . It is  not a road . I do not want to 
speak i l l  of  my recently cross fixed brothers , but they may 
have mis led me . I have only one story . It is not a road . Men 
cannot knit this story or travel along its bends . Th is story 
l ocks men up , knits US , puts hinges on our j aws so we can ' t  
close them when it is t ime for what the story wants to feed 
us , to stick its beak down our throats . I have only one story 
( it is not a road ) . 
Once , there was a city ,  THE city , the CITY OF GOLD AND S I LVER 
TOWERS WHERE MEN AND WOMEN , ETC . This c ity was a j ewel 
gl ittering over a wide brown river . Twenty- four hours a day 
the c ity hummed , glowed . I f  you l ived there , you never wanted 
to leave . I f  you never saw trees or mounta ins , t igers or bears 
or water tumbl ing over c l i f fs , you d idn ' t  care . Every now and 
then the sidewalks would quiver and crack , tal l  bu ildings 
would crumble ( a l l  part of a tempestuous , fickle geology ) , but 
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it was a l l  water under the bridge as soon as it happened . The 
city held no grudges , and the people who l ived there held no 
grudges against the city . The stars (when you could st i l l  see 
the stars ) always clustered over the city ' s  gold and s i lver 
towers , the place was so irresistible . Of course some people 
were not happy there . There are always compla iners . There was 
Misery . There was Poverty , its pockets always empty , a scowl 
on its face . But Misery and Poverty stuck with each other , 
they sold each other protection , they kept out of everyone 
else ' s  bus iness ,  they had thei r  own rackets , the ir own 
debtors . 
Imagine an exodus . Everyone leaves the irres istible c ity . Some 
people leave the old- fashioned way--they get sick ,  feverish . 
The ir lungs f i l l  up with water , they stop breathing . All the 
unimportant people who have managed to keep the ir lungs free 
of viruses are beaten with pipes , run over by horses pul l ing 
carts , e ither shooting or shot at : a free-for-al l ! Everyone 
is running , trying to get to the highway ( the only stretch of 
land with weeds tal l  enough to hide behind ) . Everything is  on 
fire . A l l  o f  the important people ( the bankers , the teachers , 
the doctors , the g-men , the guys who sel l hot dogs , the guys 
who sell anything else)  are struck in the head with the black 
butts of black ri fles and dragged to the old exit ramp where 
the crosses have been set up . Some of them are f l ayed--the man 
who g ives the orders to the boys ( in BLACK un i forms ) has read 
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too much French history--but there isn ' t  enough t ime t o  flay 
everyone . There is plenty o f  t ime for crossf ixing , however . 
Those o f  us who run for the weeds on the highway (yes , this 
is  my one story and it is a first-person account ) don ' t  get 
too far .  Just outs ide the city , the boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) 
have clearly been waiting for us . Boys . Every t ime it is 
always Boys , grim- faced and eager . They do not shoot us 
because we have work to do , we are special , we are being g iven 
citizenship in a New Order , we will  work hard and the sweat 
of our bodies will  water the earth and make it whole again , 
we are going to bui ld a city out o f  trash , the whol e  country 
is going to be burned to the ground and then re-built with 
trash , it is  a l l  part of the New Order and we are lucky we 
were so chosen . YOU HAVE MADE IT TO THE WEEDS , the boys ( in 
BLACK uni forms ) tel l us , YOU WERE LUCKY , NOW YOU ARE GOING TO 
SEE PROVI DENCE . 
Trash ( empty boxes and scraps o f  metal , wire and string and 
tin cans and plastic bottles , old tires and newspapers ,  dixie 
cups and gum wrappers and orange peels and chicken bones)  has 
been brought from the trash islands . The boys ( in BLACK 
uni forms ) are not architects . They tel l  us to invent 
something , to make it l ivable because we are going to l ive 
there . We make our houses out of everything we have and put 
them in groups back-to-back so we can have alleys and streets , 
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s o  w e  can have the kind of c ity we know best . Our streets have 
no names , but we point them out to each other and say , that 
one is 4 4th ,  that one is 57th ( this is our sma l l  act of 
defiance ) . The boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) do not stop us from 
reca l l ing certain streets , certa in corners--the iron ies are 
clear enough . There is no electric ity , no running water , no 
mus ic coming out of portable radios , no pretzels with mustard . 
Everything is  fl imsy . With every wind or breeze , our houses 
lean and whist l e . The first city is  our backdrop , a smoking 
wreck , once- important men and women na i l ed to rough pol es , the 
red underside of their skin picked at by black birds caw­
cawing . 
In the new c ity ( let ' s  cal l  it a town ) there is no glow ,  no 
beat or pul se , only a res igned languor . Oh yes , there is some 
riot ing ( some people don ' t  l ike be ing demoted ) , but nothing 
a few j abs in the groin with a rifle butt can ' t  cure . In the 
new city ( let ' s  cal l  it a town ) , beans scooped out of tin cans 
and eaten cold are the new manna , the food of PROVI DENCE ( the 
bean-eaters sha l l  inherit the earth , etc . ) .  Everyone is so 
high on chi l lweed most of the t ime , lying on the ir backs and 
staring through windows cut out of boxes at the gray sky , 
rebe l l ion is  not an option . At first , I miss the museum ( one 
of my old haunts ) and the sme l l  of exhaust fumes , of eggrolls 
sold on street corners , of damp steam ris ing out of steel 
grates . Then I meet Nik--the word is  out : he is  gathering some 
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good men . I turn t o  Cynicism . 
I f  one feel s  a need to travel outs ide o f  PROVIDENCE , one must 
get sick,  must wake up in the middle of the night , soaked with 
sweat ( glug glug ) . Otherwise , leaving PROVIDENCE is  strictly 
forbidden ( Verboten , mein Freund ) . 
Mary came by last night . She l ives alone in a box on 3 5th 
street . She wants to be a member of our not-so-merry band , but 
we s imply can • t  let her . NO WOMEN ALLOWED ( this is a cardinal 
rul e ) . Nothing can change ind i fference into obsession as 
quickly as a woman . Don • t misunderstand me . Mary is  not 
attractive . She is at least f i fty ( and then some , and then 
some , and then some ) , has a white mustache and is miss ing her 
l e ft l eg ( miss ing it terribly ) ,  a casualty o f  her obstinacy 
in the early days of PROVIDENCE . She hops everywhere ( a  crutch 
woul d  be undign i fied) --no one can hop as expertly as Mary . 
RATS CHEWED IT OFF is  what Mary says whenever anyone asks . 
Standing behind the meathouse ( a  place where Death blooms ) , 
s ipping whi skey , old hands shaking , a man is  more incl ined 
than usual towards l ove ( a  sure k i l l er ,  a waster of men ) . In  
these t imes ( l ike so many 11times 11 ) any one o f  us could eas ily 
come to l ove Mary , to des ire her l opsided body and whiskered 
face . We could eat her up , feast on her one l imb , but there 
is no integrity in that , nothing to hang on to . After lust has 
its way , there is not even a bone to l ick . Lust wants 
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everything for itse l f  and never leaves anything for l ove . I ' d 
rather be drunk , among men . 
Mary comes over almost every Thursday . She wants to be one of 
us . Last night she said to us , "I guess being a S INK couldn ' t  
be a l l  that bad . " Tom said , " That ' s  CYNI C . "  She was trying to 
be ind i f ferent , to show her cool disdain , but her eagerness 
showed through . The week before it had been , "I guess I 
wouldn ' t  mind being a sink TOO much . " Tom said , " Forget it , 
Mary , no women allowed . "  Mary asked , "Why NO WOMEN? " She was 
being bel l igerent , edging close to Tom , sn i f fing his beard , 
making faces o f  d isgust . "How come , " she said , " HOW COME , 
always , NO WOMEN? I bet you don ' t  even have a fucking reason , 
who cares about being a S INK anyway , you ' re a l l  j ust a bunch 
of l imp-dick fags . "  Nik asked her (NIK ASKS ! ) ,  " So why do you 
come over here a l l  the t ime? " Mary answered , " I  1 m  bored" ( Good 
answer ) . Tom said , "She ' s  attracting attention to us , you 
know . " "Oh yeah , " Mary said , " I  can tel l  some real ly 
subvers ive shit is going down here . " "Mary , " Nik said , "we are 
men of phi losophy , we have a cal l ing ,  ind i fference IS 
subversive , but we don ' t  answer to you or to anyone . Anyway , 
women are incapable of ind i fference , "  ( S PEECH ! S PEECH ! ) "women 
bear chi ldren and therefore are always incl ined towards love . " 
Mary said , "WHAT? Do I look l ike I ' m  going to have any 
chi ldren? I ' m emptier than any of you fags , I never had 
chi ldren , I ' m never GOING to have chi ldren , I ' ve been beat too 
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many times , had too many pipes brought down o n  me t o  have any 
chi ldren , SHIT . " Nik said to her , "As I said , women are 
incl ined towards love , you might come upon an abandoned ch ild 
one day , there are l ots o f  those , and you would be drawn to 
that child , " ( S PEECH ! S PEECH ! ) " instinctively you would love 
that chi l d .  You are a woman , Mary . I f  you saw a cabbage in the 
street you would adopt it . It is the way of a l l  women . "  Mary 
said , " I ' m  not a woman . "  Tom said , " Forget it , Mary . Go away . 
Leave us a l one . "  
Not a woman? Barren ( as a broom closet ) ? 
A week has passed . Another meeting . "How can we stand out as 
ind i f ferent in an ind i f ferent soc iety? " Tom asked , his usual 
argumentative sel f .  I sa id , "We are ind i f ferent to the ir 
ind i f ference . "  I glanced over at Nik to see if he was pleased 
with my response . He was nodding . We try to nod as much as 
possibl e ,  a deference to tongueless Bob , who can only gurgl e .  
Tom continued : "And how can we stand out as unkempt when 
everyone is unkempt? " Feel ing rather bol d ,  I said , "We are 
proud o f  our unkemptness . We wear the cl othes of  the dead with 
obvious pleasure . "  Everyone was nodding in agreement . I 
continued : " For us , unkemptness is  an art , a rel igion . We have 
constructed our unkemptness out of ind i fference and a few 
pieces o f  soi led cloth . "  Bob gurgled and passed the bottle 
to Nik who said , "Those are good thoughts . "  I could see Mary 
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out of the corner of my eye , standing behind a fence made out 
of chicken bones across the street , staring at me , f ingering 
her stump . I pretended not to see her . 
Do not misj udge us . We are the most radical of phi l osophers . 
We bel ieve in God , but not in people .  We have never wanted 
what we couldn ' t  have . In the old c ity ( the c ity of gold and 
s i lver towers where men and women , etc . ) we begged for change 
and slept on benches ( we had been cast out ) • Now we have made 
a choice--we have chosen to cast ourselves out . Yes , it l ooks 
l ike we are a part of a l l  this , inheritors of PROVI DENCE 
( stoned and meek bean-eaters ) ,  but we have gone out of our 
old , wrinkled bodies and what is left of us is only here to 
observe , to take notes . We are men of God and when our survey 
is finished , He will  take us home . 
Diogenes hated most men , but he , too , l oved God . 
The Army marches through every week or so ( a  parade ) . Those 
with the fever know this is the ir chance to get out , they 
stagger along the streets , faint and wait in the gutter to be 
picked up and thrown in the back of a cart . The Army marches 
through every week or so ( a  parade ) . We are a l l  given sma l l  
red flags for these charades and w e  must wave them when the 
boys ( in BLACK uni forms ) march through , and we do , i f  feebly . 
0 !  COUNTRY , 0 !  SOVEREIGN NATION , 0 !  FATHERLAND , 0 !  SWEET 
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PROVI DENCE ! And when the Army passes , we Cynics turn our heads 
and spit . We cough and hack . Perhaps we are old men with 
emphysema . Perhaps we are making a statement . O !  SWEET , SWEET 
PROVIDENCE ! 
When I was an infant ( a  babe ) my so-called mother strangled 
me , put me in a brown paper sack and discarded me in the 
dumpster behind Duke ' s  Piano Lounge on 4 5th Street . It didn ' t  
TAKE . Someone rummag ing through the dumpster for dinner took 
me out to see if I might be tasty . He was di sappointed . I 
st i l l  have a scar on my shoulder where he tried to bite into 
me . I know a l l  this because a rat witnessed everything , kept 
the awful secret for years , then told it a l l  to me . So I have 
always been mistrustful . I was ra ised by stray cats for the 
first three years of my l i fe , then I was on my own . Various 
women , a l l  change-beggars , adopted me at various t imes . I was 
l ike a dol l  to them , an experiment , a what- i f .  I sucked at 
various breasts , but there was never any milk , only a mixture 
of vodka , ash and honey . When I was old enough to stand with 
the men around the fires in the cans , I knew I had finally 
found my family,  my brothers . 
I never ventured beyond the first city ( the c ity of gold and 
s ilver towers where men and women , etc . ) ,  beyond the maz e  of 
streets and al leys . Though I often l onged for a gl impse beyond 
the weeds of the highway , I was afraid to venture out . 
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Everyone flew into the first city , and flew back out , never 
looking down ( WHOOSH ! ) . When I wanted to know what the world 
used to look l ike I would go to the museum ( it was open to the 
pub l ic and , wretched as I was , I was st i l l  one of the publ ic)  . 
They did not l ike it when I would try to stay the night . There 
was a pa int ing there I especially l iked , T issot ' s  HIDE AND 
SEEK ( c i rca 1 8 7 7 , oil  on wood ) . It was a pa inting of a room 
ins ide someone ' s  house , a sitting room , a very cheerful place . 
The l ight in the pa int ing was muted , a dust- f i l l ed yel low ,  but 
i f  I stared hard enough , I could see many things . There were 
four red-cheeked chi ldren , a l l  girl s ,  a l l  blond ( one hiding 
behind a screen with green peacocks etched on it , the others 
huddled on the carpet in front of sofa) . Another girl , older , 
was sitting in a cha ir draped with a t iger skin , reading a 
paper ( quite seriously , it seemed , unaware of the other girls ' 
game ) . There was an open window through which you could see 
that spring was j ust beginning , the branches of a tree dotted 
with sma l l  white buds . There was a gold tea set on a low table 
and a red-and-blue-striped bal l  rol l ing ( I  suppose it was 
rol l ing ) along the carpet . Heavy purple drapes hung from the 
tal l  ce i l ing to the floor . There were mirrors on the wa l l s ,  
brass lamps , a yel low bird i n  a wicker cage . Just beyond an 
open door you could see tal l  green ferns bent over clay urns . 
I f  I stared at Tissot ' s  pa inting long and hard enough a warm 
breez e  would begin to stir the drapes , the paper in the older 
girl ' s  hands would begin to rustle , the bal l  would move along 
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the carpet even further , my skin would begin to t ingl e .  Only 
in Dickens novels , thrown in dumpsters behind the high school 
and read vorac iously by me , did such a place seem possible . 
But I was a part o f  that world , also . Just beyond the s itting 
room , around a shadowed corner , Dickens penci l ed in Fagin , the 
rats and the homeless . He didn ' t  forsake me . 
In my dream (when the s i lver worm snakes into ME ) I board the 
tra in as a regular passenger . Some kind of party is going on , 
the din ing car i s  f i l led with revel ers , men in tuxedos , women 
in shiny low-cut dresses , apparitions from the past . Everyone 
is beaut i ful , smi l ing . Everyone is talking , laugh ing , drinking 
wine . Mus i cians are playing someth ing j az z y ,  something 
E l l ington . Couples are danc ing between the tables and bump ing 
into harried waiters . No one seems to care . Che fs with ta l l  
wh ite hats are wheel ing out carts from the kitchen , carts 
pi led with roasted ducks , with souffles and torte s ,  with 
gleaming loaves of bread and bowl s of raspberries . I watch 
them from the doorway , mesmerized . No one not ices that I am 
there . No one asks me i f  I want to sit down , i f  I want a glass 
of wine , if I ' d l i ke something to eat . No one i s  wa iting for 
me . I am obviously alone , obviously in the wrong car . 
The next car is f i l led with the carcasses o f  animals and 
everything shucked off for the party--duck heads ( b i l l s  st i l l  
attached ) , l ivers , hearts ( some st i l l  beat ing , ooz ing red 
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sl ime ) , a l l  the claws and feathers and hooves , the corks o f  
champagne bottles , the rinds of oranges , mushroom stalks , the 
skins of red potatoes . I become nauseous and cover my mouth 
with my hand . My eyes sting from my tears . 
I am in a passenger car . Al l of  the seats are empty , but the 
conductor is  slowly advancing down the aisle towards me , 
something sma l l  and s ilver clicking in his hand . Through the 
windows I can see the country we ' re travel ing through , its 
brown and green hi l l s ,  its yel low and purple wildflowers 
massed on the bank of a blue river , its white laurel and wet 
moss . The conductor taps me on the shoulder , sternly . He wants 
to know : where is my t icket? But I can ' t  take my eyes from the 
windows . I ' ve never seen such a landscape , except in paintings 
at the museum . The conductor is gett ing angry (where is my 
t icket? ) .  He doesn ' t  think I ' m one of the regular passengers 
and tel l s  me so , poking my chest . I look down at mysel f .  I 
have on my usual suit , but the j acket is  frayed at the cuffs , 
my pants are too long ( rol led at the bottom ) , my shoes are 
miss ing thei r  laces . I search my pockets , but find nothing . 
I become anxious . The conductor pokes me again ( the landscape 
rushing by , blurring ) . 
I become anxious . 
One morning last week I heard wings , hundreds of sma l l  wings 
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beat ing the a i r .  When I looked up ( stra ight up ) I saw a flock 
o f  black birds skimming the gray sky , heading north . I 
couldn ' t  bel ieve what I was seeing--it is rare to see birds , 
to see animals of any kind . When I looked around me , I saw 
that everyone had come out of the ir boxes and were looking up , 
thei r  hands twitching from so much troubled sleep . We were all 
th inking the same thing : somehow those birds were gett ing 
away . 
Another meeting , perhaps my last one , for Mary has brought me 
a fish , a beaut i ful f ive-eyed fish . I write th is secretly , my 
beard quivering ( as always ) , but I am newly di sturbed , my 
phi losophy shaken . 
Earl ier this evening Mary asked us , "Another meeting of the 
Limp Dick Society? " She had come up behind me and nudged me 
with her stump . I t  was a secretive , col laborat ive nudge . 
"Mary , " Nik asked her , "what ' s  in the bag? " Mary was hold ing 
a canvas bag ( someone ' s  old purse ) . " I  brought you something 
to eat , " Mary said , "but first you have to pass me some of 
that whiskey . "  Mary reached for the bott l e ,  but Tom stepped 
away from her grasp . "What do you mean , " Tom said , "SOMETHING 
TO EAT? " " Christ ! "  Mary said , getting exc ited . " You know , l ike 
something you put in your mouth and go mmm -mmm , that ' s  good , 
that a in 1 t beans ! "  No one said anything . Mary had said 
( CHRI ST ) , a bit of shock . And there was another matter : 
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something other than beans? There was nothing else . Everywhere 
there are posters , BEANS MAKE S ENSE and BEANS ARE BETTER . 
Nik said (NIK SAYS ! ) ,  " Don ' t  take it out here , whatever it 
is . "  We dec ided to fol low Mary to where the chil lweed grows 
in stalks l ike sugar cane , behind the chicken-bone fence 
(where she l ives-- 3 5th Street ) . Could I have imagined it?-­
the one p iece of cardboard for a mattress and the red plastic 
cup beside it which , j udging from its contents , Mary used for 
spitt ing . Like a l l  faithful Cynics , Mary has been laboring 
over a spare existence . She is not a hoarder . She is one of 
us ( I  kept this observat ion to mysel f ) . 
"What is  it--CHOCOLATE? "  ( That was Paul ) Tom said , " Don ' t  be 
such an idiot , where would she get chocolate from? " Paul said , 
" She could have saved it from before . "  Tom said , exasperated , 
" SAVED IT? SAVED CHOCOLATE FROM BEFORE FOR OVER TWO YEARS ? "  
Mary put her bag down and we huddled around her . " Don ' t  crowd 
me ! "  she snapped . " There ' s  enough for everyone . "  Tom said , 
"We • re j ust trying to cover you so no one will  see . " Mary 
said , "You see anyone here? No one ever bothers me back here , 
now l et me have that bottle . "  She pointed at Bob who was 
clutching our usual f i fth . We never l et Mary have any of our 
whiskey . " It 1 s okay , Bob , " N ik said ( NIK SAYS ! ) .  " Let her have 
some . " Tom and Paul were indignant ( I  could tel l ) , but they 
didn • t say a word . Bob handed the bottle over to Mary who 
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drank sloppily , whiskey dribbl ing down her chin . When she was 
done she handed the bottle to Nik and reached into her bag . 
I noticed Bob ' s  shoulders were twitching with excitement . His 
arms were moving , fluttering at his sides . 
What Mary pul l ed out of her bag was a fish ( THE fish-- fat and 
wet ) , a fish with five eyes ( luminous ) ,  s ilver scal es , and a 
stench l ike a backed-up sewer . Its ta il had been cut into and 
was ooz ing the same thick l iquid its eyes were floating in . 
"THAT IS  DI SGUSTING ! 11 Tom said . "WHAT IS THAT? " He turned 
away , his hand over his mouth . " I s  this some kind of a j oke? " 
Paul asked . N ik was shaking his head ( speechless ) .  Bob ' s  arms 
were fluttering more wildly . "What ' s  wrong with you ASSHOLES ? "  
Mary said . " It ' s  not beans . "  " No , " N ik said ( NIK REGAINS HIS 
SPEECH ! ) ,  "beans it is  not . "  Mary said , " I f  you know how to 
cook something l ike this , it is heaven . Come on weenies , let 
a woman do something for you for once . "  Nobody said anything . 
Mary lowered her voice : " I  know how to start a fire . " Nik 
said , "That ' s  it , we ' re l eaving . You cannot tempt us with 
fire , Mary , and unless you are a witch , you are lying . " I 
said , "With some shallots and garl ic and a l ittle wine that 
fish could indeed be quite tasty . "  My fel l ow Cynics were 
staring at me , surprised at my arrogance ( Nik would not be 
happy ) . " I  used to scavenge behind Dominique ' s , "  I explained . 
"Yes , "  N ik said ( NIK SAYS ! ) , "we l l  I think we have made a 
grave mistake by coming over here . We were too eager ( S PEECH ! 
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SPEECH ! ) ,  we rushed over without thinking , we have been taught 
a lesson . We have been tempted and we gave in to that 
temptation , and by a hag no less . "  Mary swung the fish at 
Nik ' s  head , j ust barely missing him , saying : " YOU SON OF A 
BITCH ! " "Yes , "  Nik said (NIK SAYS ! ) ,  "precisely . "  S ince Cynics 
are also pac i fists , he s imply began walking away . 
When Nik motioned for us to fol l ow him ( but not Mary , of 
course ) I said to him , perhaps too boldly , "When Mary says 
SOMETHING GOOD NOT BEANS , perhaps we should ask ourselves : 
what does NOT BEANS stand in for--what does it signi fy? What 
is the essence of something that is NOT BEANS ? "  Nik turned and 
l ooked at me with p ity , started to say something , then thought 
better of i t .  He turned away ( from me and Mary)  and kept 
walking . The lapdogs fol l owed . I was being cast out , aga i n ,  
b y  the cast-outs . 
O !  DIOGENES FORGIVE ME FOR I HAVE FALTERED ,  I HAVE FORSAKEN 
YOU AND THE PALACE OF WISDOM . O !  LAMB OF DIOGENES , HAVE MERCY 
ON ME . O !  Diogenes , please forgive an old man ' s  curios ity . 
Where fish swim and b irds fly , there must be water . Where 
there is water , old men can wade in , the ir trousers rol led ,  
the sun i n  their ha i r ,  daisies bra ided i n  thei r  beards . 0 !  
Diogenes , forgive this romantic notion I have : that there is 
a place where the sky is  a color other than gray , a place 
where it rains and old men can stand in that ra in ( feel that 
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rain cours ing down the ir bare backs ) , a pl ace where a man can 
start over , i f  only for a l ittle whi l e . 
"Mary , " I said , as soon as everyone was out of sight , grabbing 
her shoulder , perhaps too roughly , "where did you get that 
f i sh? " She said to me , " I  know a place where the tra in stops , 
then starts aga in . "  I asked her , " I s that where you found the 
f i sh? " She said , " I  could show you . " 
Mary and I agreed to rendez -vous at the shitt ing holes ( l ate , 
near dawn) --the stench is so bad there I figured no BOYS would 
be hanging around . When I f inally saw her hopp ing towards me , 
I not iced she st i l l  had her fish with her , or at least the bag 
it was in . "You ' re l ate , " I said to her . "Who ' s  got the tra in 
schedul e? " she said . "What? " I said . She said , " It ' s  a j oke 
for Chri st ' s  sake ! "  " I ' m  not in the mood , " I said ( and it was 
true--r was too anxious ) . We began walking (Mary hopp ing ,  
expertly ) ,  a n  ooz ing fish our only voodoo . I had brought a 
flask ( fi l led with amber l ight--our holy wh iskey , our 
Protector) . 
When we got to the edge of PROVIDENCE , to where the old 
bil lboards st i l l  stand on tall stilts , blank and peel ing , I 
asked Mary , "Where are the BOYS ?  What i f  someone sees us? 
Shouldn ' t  we be more careful? If this how you always go? " Mary 
said , "The BOYS never follow me . I ' m j ust an old , ugly woman . "  
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" I  don ' t  understand , "  I said . " You ever try i t  be fore ? "  she 
said ( she had a point ) . "Mary , " I said , "why do you come 
back? " She d idn ' t  answer me . I could tel l  she was becoming 
impatient with my questions . 
I fol lowed Mary , I put my trust in her ( l ike an old fool --0 ! 
Diogenes ! ) .  I fol l owed Mary past the bil lboards and through 
an open field suf fused with an eerie green l ight , its dead 
grass and tree stumps glowing . There was a moon above us , 
almost ful l , casting shadows through the haze . I had never 
been far from any place ( not from the first city , not from the 
second ) . There was a j az z  song in my head , something I 
remembered hearing ( as a child)  floating into the alley from 
Duke ' s  Piano Lounge (RIGHT NOW IT MAY NOT SEEM LIKE S PRING AT 
ALL , WE ' RE DRI FTING AND THE LAUGHS ARE FEW , BUT I ' VE GOT 
RAINBOWS PLANNED FOR TOMORROW AND ALL MY TOMORROWS BELONG TO 
YOU ) . Mary said to me , "You ' re not going to sing a l l  night , 
I hope . "  " I  didn ' t  know I was s inging , " I said . " I  was 
singing? " "You were singing , " she said . " I  thought maybe I 
stepped on a cat . 11 A cat--since when has anyone seen a 
prowling cat , a squirrel clutching an acorn , a dog sleeping 
on a front stoop? Al l the animals have fled from us . 
I d id not know what was in front o f  us , or what was beyond 
what was in front of us (Mary hopped , I fol l owed ) . We went 
stra ight through the field (glowing green , tree stumps twisted 
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from a n  old agony ) towards a dense , almost red hori zon . I 
could hear water . Finally I saw something up ahead , maj estic 
figures , trees clustered together , huddled l ike old men 
gathered around a bottle . They were bare , their branches 
stripped of anything a l ive , but they had somehow managed to 
stand the ir ground . As we crossed over a sma l l  stream ( now in 
the trees , winding our way l ike pi lgrims ) I looked down and 
saw f igures in the water dart ing back and forth : FISH ! There 
were FISH everywhere . I could feel my heart pounding . I 
reached into the water ( so warm , sl imy ) and pul led out a stone 
( rough as old skin , pocked with sma l l  hol es )  . I put the stone 
in the pocket of my trousers . I did not tel l  Mary I had put 
my hand in the water . 
In the days of the first PERSECUTION the good men would 
indicate to each other the ir presence by drawing (with the ir 
toe s )  the figure of a f ish in the sand ( f irst one l ine , 
concave , then another , convex ) . Us ing thei r  bare heel the 
figure would then be quickly erased , covered over . In the days 
of the f irst PERSECUTION it was sure death to worship the 
FISHGOD ( 0 !  SWEET , SWEET JESUS ! ) ,  to reach into any kind of 
water ( looking for something cool and wet ) . Everything was 
desert and only the good men could satisfy the neverending 
thi rst , could draw l ines in the sand which would f i l l  up with 
blue water--the good men would bend down and kiss the blue 
vein ( quickly , be fore anyone could see what they were doing ) , 
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and when they rose u p  they were refreshed . 
Without Mary tel l ing me , I knew when we had reached our 
destinat ion--! felt , through the soles of my feet , a distant 
rumb l ing .  There were tracks in front of us , two s i lver l ines 
appearing out of nowhere it seemed ( phosphorescent ) ,  then 
vanishing into a white fog . The tracks seemed suspended , 
floated in the a i r .  Mary knelt down and put her ear to the 
ground . " It ' s  coming , "  she said . 
First , I heard the low groaning of the engine , then the 
cl ackety-clack of the wheel s  ( coming CLOSER--closer ) .  " It ' s  
going to stop here , "  Mary said . Instinctively I grabbed Mary ' s  
hand , but she pul l ed it away . The noise of the approaching 
tra in increased , was almost deafening . All of a sudden a flash 
of si lver flew in front of us , then stopped ( becoming , as i f  
a changel ing , a sol id expanse of steel ) ,  its brakes squeal ing . 
" Damn ! "  Mary said . "That noise ! Drives me crazy ! "  
I fol lowed Mary as she moved along the s ide of the stat ionary 
train . It was one of the old commuter trains , s ilver with red , 
white and blue stripes , its windows scratched and stained with 
the old city ' s  stains . Mary stopped where there were steps up 
to one of the cars ( in my dream , when the s ilver worm snakes 
into ME , I board the train as a passenger ) .  She said to me , 
" Help me up , but don ' t  get any ideas , I could do th is mysel f 
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i f  I wanted to , but I ' m tired tonight--you make me t ired . " 
"All right , a l l  right , "  I said , grabbing her good leg and 
l i ft ing her up . I stepped up after her and we were IN ( j ust 
l ike that ) . There was only one doo r ,  the door between cars , 
and it opened eas i l y .  The car was dark , but with the moon ' s  
help I could make out the outl ines of the seats , of the racks 
above them , the l ong thin aisl e .  "Where is everyone? "  I said . 
" I  don ' t  know , " Mary said . " I  never see anyone . "  
The tra in lurched forward ( lurch , lurch ) , and I lost my 
balance . Mary stood over me , laughing , as we began to move ( it 
seemed forward , but who knew? ) .  " Two legs a in ' t  always better 
than one , " Mary said , st i l l  laughing . I grabbed her leg and 
she said , "whoa " ( then she fel l  on top of me ) . " Damn ! " she 
said , her warm whiskey breath t ickl ing my neck . I was sti l l  
holding her leg when I felt the mot ion of the train underneath 
us , its thick vibrations causing my spine to t ingle . Mary 
said , " Let go of me . "  "Mary , " I said , not letting go , "where 
are we going? " " I  don ' t  know , " she said . " You don ' t  know? " I 
said . " I  don ' t  understand . "  Mary said , " I  a in ' t  never been on 
this tra in before , I couldn ' t  get on it before . "  She punched 
me ( I  punched her back) . "Actua l ly , " Mary said ( a fter she bit 
my chin , hard , but I sti l l  wouldn ' t  let go ) , "I guess we ' re 
on our way back . I never rode the train , but I guess it always 
goes back . " " Back where? " I asked . Mary said , "Under the 
ground , I guess . "  
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Even though I know I am going BACK (under the ground , perhaps 
to HELL where the forges are sti l l  l i t ,  where the BOYS work 
around the clock , hoarding and fanning fire ) , I have had a 
change of heart . The train has us in its teeth and is  pul l ing 
us , rushing us into the black bowels of the earth , shaking its 
struts and rods a l l  around us . Tree branches are slapping the 
windows , breaking off , we are going so fast . My heart , old and 
covered with barnacles , has tumbled out of some high dust­
f i l led attic , and that is  why I could not let go of Mary ( that 
is why I kissed her wrinkled chin , her nose ) . I have decided 
to give up old habits . 
"Mary , " I said , a fter we had stopped struggl ing aga inst each 
other , " I  don ' t  know how much longer we have , but if you can 
make a fire , if you are real ly a witch , let ' s  eat the fish .  
Let ' s  eat the f ish be fore we get there . "  S o  now Mary has 
started a fire ( near the doo r ,  in the aisle)  and is hunched 
over it ( intoning a chant ) and I am sitt ing down , a passenger 
(writ ing this ) . From between her legs , Mary has drawn spices 
( and sweet wine ) . Our fish l ies between us , peeking up with 
its five watery eyes , its g i l l s  fluttering with the bumpy 
mot ion of the train . 
Somehow ( i f you can , i f  you have gotten this far) , try to 
forgive me ( as Diogenes would not--0 ! Diogenes ! ) .  I am not the 
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wise fool , or the holy mendicant--! am only a drunk , a n  old 
drunk who has l ost his senses . I am only a man . Mary is no 
more than a hag ( a  crone ) . Perhaps we are a spectacle , but you 
must l earn to love us--you must learn to love the one-legged 
hag and the old drunk . I f  you could l ove us , i f  you could put 
your l ips to our creased brows , to our necks ( and taste honey ) 
you could love anything and maybe things will  be d i fferent one 
day (we w i l l  cross fix the BOYS , white birds will  fly through 
the trees , return to thei r  old , green branches ) .  And what of 
the fish? A l ittle garl ic and rosemary , seared , blackened in 
butter , a bottle of cabernet : what is  on the tongue is  hidden 
from the eyes , but not from the heart . At such a meal , you 
might weep with j oy .  
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